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INTRODUCTION
The County of Hawai‘i is currently preparing a Master Plan for a future looking multi-modal transportation system, including the county bus system
known as Hele On. One of the Guiding Principles for the study work scope is to “engage the community and stakeholders through public workshops and
presentations to establish consensus and broad support for a transportation system.” This report comprises the feedback, comments, and other input
received during the public outreach period in the fall of 2017. That included a series of five public meetings, a survey for the Ka‘u District, and
comments received on a website. All personal information for the above has been deleted. Comments remain as they were presented, without editing.
Part One provides a side by side comparison of the the meetings, for those interested in such an overview.
Part Two provides the results of each public information meeting held in the fall of 2017. This report includes the input received during those meetings.
Each meeting summary includes pictures of the meeting and notes taken on easel pads during the Question and Answer period.
•
•
•
•
•

Kona, October 9, 2017
Kea‘au, October 11, 2017
Pāhoa, October 12, 2017
Waimea, October 19, 2017
Hilo, November 6, 2017

During the Open House portion of the meetings, comment forms were distributed and attendees given the opportunity to fill them out before moving on
to the next exhibit area. This included the following:
•
•
•
•

Meeting Feedback Form: Questions about how they heard about the meeting and whether it provided useful information
Station One Feedback Form: Covered Vision, Goals, and top priorities
Station Two Feedback Form: Covered relation to General Plan, top challenges, and efforts underway to improve the system
Station Three Feedback Form: Covered a set of proposed bus route revisions and asked for reactions to them

Part Three includes the results of a special survey for Ka‘u District, where no public meeting was held. The Ka‘u Survey was developed by the study
consultant and distributed through the offices of Councilmember Maile David. Eight responses were returned.
Part Four contains the 25 comments posted on the project website. These are shown in a matrix.
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PART ONE: SUMMARY COMPARISON OF ALL MEETINGS
1. How did you hear
about the meeting?
KONA

KEEAU

PĀHOA

Flyers
Email from County
WHT (3)
J. Herkes/SSFM
Word of mouth (3)
Radio (2)
Kona-Kailua Chamber
HI EOC
DK

2. Was the
information
helpful?
Yes – 13*
No – 0
No answer – 2
*Very
*Absolutely

Newspaper
Email from J. Ruggles
(5)
Radio (2)
Facebook (2)
Email (1)
Puna CDP AC
MTA
Website

Yes – 11*
No - 0
NA – 1

Flyers
Relative or friend (2)
Posters
Newspaper (3)
MTA
Facebook (2)
Email (2)
Complaint Form

Yes – 13*
No – 1

*Some

*So far
*Somewhat,
need clarity on
H&S, Flex

3. What do you want to tell us?
Thank you, very much!
I provided comments elsewhere.
Thank you for your passion & commitment. This is very important work.
So happy we are beginning.
Thank you SSFM & MTA for this presentation.
We will need updates and ways to input.
Too bad there aren’t more folks here.
How can bus riders get to these meetings?
Don’t just re-hash what is on the posters.
Mahalo to you and Mayor Kim for this important initiative.
Good presentation. Break up content into more slides.
Mahalo nui for all your time and hard work. This project is vital to the future of our island.
We really aren’t given much chance to give our ideas on how transit could work here.
Identify problems us riders experience.
Appreciate that a Plan will be in place that will be continuously adjusted.
Let’s get started!
Thank you!!
Lengthy comments have been scanned and attached to this form.
Meeting time needs to be when riders can get to it. There is no night bus service.
I am happy momentum towards making the bus system better is actually happening.
Mahalo!!!
Have meetings in transit service areas.
Need clear information on hub & spoke.
Mahalo!
Thanks!
All City Departments need to be involved.
Very informative.
Will you be doing another survey?
Mahalo for your work!
Need more outreach to disadvantaged.
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1. How did you hear
about the meeting?

2. Was the
information
helpful?

CM Ruggles (2)
Radio

3. What do you want to tell us?

WAIMEA SSFM (2)
Email (2)
Community Notice
Waimea Community
Association meeting
CM Richards
So. Kohala Traffic
Safety Committee
Facebook
WHT Newspaper
Word of mouth,
coconut wireless (2)

Yes – 5
No – 1
NA – 3*
*Proof will be in
the pudding

Use radio ads or door-to-door.
Need more outreach at schools and senior centers
Offer shuttle rides to and from meeting
Puna people aren’t here because they couldn’t get here; how is their input gathered?
Present at School Fun Days.
Survey Senior Centers
Should circulate notice to schools and public libraries.
We need to see financials, too.
To me, it’s just “sick” symptom of government grant agencies to hold a mass transit
meeting at a time of day when there is no transit. What are the means for riders to attend
the meeting?
Post meeting notices and information at bus stops.

HILO

Yes – 8
No – 0
NA - 2

Thank You
Excellent and very informative!
Passengers count, what routes have the most riders?

MTA (2)
Flyer @ terminal
Work
Bulletin
Went to previous
mtg. (2)
Newspaper
HTH
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Station One Form
2. Top
Priorities?
(See Legend
below)
10 – 8
2
8-1
3
6
7
8
Reliable
All modes
Enlarge
service
10 – 7
1 (2)
7–1
2 (2)
NA – 1
3 (2)
4 (1)
Why
6 (2)
wouldn’t you 7 (1)
plan before
8 (1)
doing
9 (1)
something?
Comfort
Safe
Reliable
10- 5
1 (5)
9 -4*
2 (4)
8 -1
3 (1)
7–1
4 (3)
NA – 4
5 (2)
6 (1)
#10 would
7 (2)
be
8 (2)
implemented 9 (4)
10 (2)
11 (1)
1. How
important is
the MP?

KONA

KEA‘AU

PĀHOA

3. Do you
Prefer the
new vision?
Yes – 8*
No – 0
No Answer –
1
*Much
better

Yes – 6*
No – 1
No Answer –
2

4. How would you
change the vision?

5. Do you Concur
with five goals?

Provide Mass Transit
to serve our people so
they can reach their
employment,
education and other
opportunities.
Safety
ADA
Reliable Comfortable
Make shorter
Be concise
Does it matter?
Good, sounds more
practical

Yes – 8
No – 0
No Answer - 1

No comparison
Practical
Moves in the right
direction.
Be the most, invest in
transit

Yes – 12
No – 0
No Answer – 4
Partial N – 2 due to
#3 (Transit as a tool)

Yes – 5
No – 1
No Answer - 3

*Just a bit

Yes – 11
No – 1
No Answer –
4

Expedient
These are nice.
Prioritize
needs/How?
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6. What Other goals?
Focus on employment and
commuters
Fiscally sound
Environmentally sustainable
Measure & feedback
Reliability
Bikeshare for first and last mile
Easier to read maps
No Breakdowns!
Signs for stops
Implement technology with real
time information.
Multiple ways to share information
Reliable service
Mobile wifi

Maintenance
Bike racks
Toilets
Frequency
Covered stations
Ticket costs
Do it ourselves, no federal money
“Z” cards

1. How
important is
the MP?
WAIMEA 10 – 3
9-1

HILO

10 – 7
9–1
8–2
5-1

2. Top
Priorities?
(See Legend
below)
All
1
8
9
Safety
Cost
Environmental
Sustainability
1–8
2–3
3–3
4–3
5–3
7–2
8–1
9–3
11 - 2

3. Do you
Prefer the
new vision?

4. How would you
change the vision?

5. Do you Concur
with five goals?

6. What Other goals?

Yes - 3

NA

Yes – 2
No - 1

Reliability
PM times
Modes of transport

Yes – 10*
No – 0
NA – 1

Get fleet running or
else the rest is for
naught.

Yes – 9
Yes, except #3 - 1
No – 0
NA – 0

Have all bus stops marked and easy
to identify.
Integrate advanced technologies to
estimate arrival times.
Ensure equipment is new and
purchased on a regular basis.
Get fleet up and running.
More qualified drivers.
Project our 5, 10, 15, 20 years.
80-90% fleet productivity
Maximize efficiency to keep
expenses reasonable

*Definitely

Legend for Q 2 What are the most important guiding principles?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Create a system that is safe, reliable, friendly, and accessible for users of all ages.
Consider all modes of transportation, but emphasize alternatives to the automobile, including public transit, ride share, bicycle, and walking.
Be cognizant of persons with disabilities which is an increasing portion of the community. Modes of transportation must comply with the Americans with Disability Act
(ADA)
Set realistic priorities that are visionary, yet practical, measureable and achievable.
Identify features of the transportation network or barriers that make it unsafe or uncomfortable for users.
Provide a means to measure existing safety, access and mobility, environmental health and economic vitality, and then provide tools to measure change over time.
Coordinate with the County of Hawai‘i General Plan, Community Plans, and other relevant Plans for State and County infrastructure
Be environmentally sensitive by reducing congestion, decreasing emissions, and encouraging non-polluting modes of transportation
Use the latest and best design criteria and guidelines for bus stops, shelters, and hubs.
Engage the community and stakeholders through public workshops and presentations to establish consensus and broad support for a transportation system.
Engage the community and stakeholders through public workshops and presentations to establish consensus and broad support for a transportation system.
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Station Two Form

KONA

1. Are you
aware of
the Gen
Plan?
Yes – 7
No - 2

2. Have you
participated
?
Not yet
No
Yes (attend
mtgs; input
at mtgs.)

KEA‘AU

Yes – 6
No - 3

PTS
County
Council – 2
DK how
Input at mtgs
Survey

PĀHOA

Yes – 5
No – 1
NA - 2

Puna CDP AC
“Just talk”

5. What efforts
underway do
you see?

6. What efforts
do you see no
evidence?

3. What are the
top challenges?

4. What are other
challenges?

Input
Cultural &
Historic
Reliability
Zoning &
Subdivision
Lack of finance
tools
Rural needs for
medical and shop
trips
Planning must
serve as a whole.
Paratransit in
Puna.
Access
subdivisions
More frequent
service.
Schedule
adherence # 5
2–1
3–2
4–2
5–2
9–1
More frequent
Weekend &
holiday
Hub & Spoke

Multiple types of
buses.
Comfort
Integrate transit
Rural areas
Bathrooms
Family fares
Open to multimodal
Friendlier drivers

More buses – 2
Customer
service – 4
Fed Grants – 1
Paratransit – 2
Fix buses
ALL - 2

More buses
Federal Grants
Paratransit
Fix buses - 2
Finish MFac – 2
Security – 2
DK

Kona hub
Need county grant writer
Bike racks

Outreach, not just
internet and
website.
Transit and school
routes.
Service visitors.
More agile buses.
Citizen input.
GPS

Get more buses
–5
Paratransit – 3
Fix buses – 2
Federal grants
Security
Customer
Service – 2
All

Fix buses – 2
Federal Grants
Customer
Service – 3
Main Fac – 3
ALL
DK

Cameras on drivers
Smaller vehicles
More on HWY 11
Shelters
Bike racks
Paratransit in Puna
Bus breakdowns is a big
problem.

New uses for old
buses (homeless).
Greenfleet
School & jobs
Independent
contracts for
short routes

Fix buses
Customer
Service
Security

Fix buses
Get more buses
Paratransit
Main Facility
Federal grants
ALL

AVL transponder -2
Get happy drivers
Improve maintenance
When up & running, make
it free again.
Saddle Road run.
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7. Comments

1. Are you
aware of
the Gen
Plan?
WAIMEA Yes - 1

HILO

Yes – 7
No – 4

2. Have you
participated
?
Attend
SKCDP

Gave
feedback
County
employee
Consult with
Councilmem
bers

3. What are the
top challenges?
Old outdated
buses
Lack bus stop
numbers
Lack of active
monitoring
Consistency
Reliability
Aloha
More reliable
buses
Bonds to upgrade
fleet
Decentralize
Use Saddle Road
Kids in sports &
after school
programs
Shorter routes
Leadership &
accountability
2,4,9

4. What are other
challenges?

5. What efforts
underway do
you see?

6. What efforts
do you see no
evidence?

7. Comments

Fix buses
Get more buses

Train drivers
New buses
Software
collaboration.
Finish
maintenance
facility.
Electric buses
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Get more buses
–3
Federal grants
Fix buses – 2
Customer Svs.
Paratransit
ALL - 3

Get more buses
–2
Federal grants
Fix buses
Paratransit
Maint Facil – 2
Security
ALL - 2

Colors for routes
Smaller buses
Work with Hi EOC for Ka‘u
and rural areas.
Need notification of
breakdowns.
Mooheau is old,
dilapidated, under-sized,
next to a stink tree.
Demolish or rebuild.
Expand restroom hours.

Station Three Form
1. Would
you use
an APP?
KONA

Yes –9
No -0

2. What
should be
the Top
Priority?
Bring job
seekers to
East Hawai‘i

3. What
would you
want for
your route?
Kona Intra –
make more
frequent,
longer hours

Bike racks
Hire grant
writer -2
Hub & Spoke
Hub in Kona
KEA‘AU

Yes – 9
No – 2
Nonsmart
phone

Stop signs
Service rural
sub-divisions
-4
On-time
Reliability
Track buses
Puna Hub
and spoke

More on Ali‘i
Drive
More KonaHilo

More
frequent
Pāhoa-Hilo
Hilo-Kona
Hwy 11 Fern
Acres - 3
Kea‘au-Hilo
be on time

4. Why are you
not a rider?

5. What is
needed?

6. Why did
you stop
riding?

7. Do you
use Paratransit?

8. Is it
Beneficial?

Takes too long2

Be
dependable

Rude drivers

No-6

Will use in
future

Not dependable or
convenient -3
Doesn’t go
where I need to
go-1
Need my car for
work -2
Dependability-5
Convenience-2
Takes too long
Discourteous
drivers -3
Need more
information at
bus stops
Hard to access
Longer hours

Used as a
Direct Kona to tourist
Hilo route
Used on
More buses,
O‘ahu and
shorter
San
routes, more Francisco
frequent
schedules
More buses!
More
Late bus
frequent
Bike racks
Easily
accessible
Sub-division
service
Buses in Fern
Acres
Wait too
long
AC cold

Route 11
Upper Puna
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Gets me
around

Yes - 2
No – 4
Not now

Taxi helpful
Very
important

1. Would
you use
an APP?
PĀHOA

WAIMEA

Yes – 9
No – 0
Maybe 2

Yes – 4
No – 2
Have a
flip
phone

2. What
should be
the Top
Priority?
Vans in subdivision
Hib & spoke
for Pāhoa -2
Buy new
buses
More routes
& stops
More
options
Solid
schedule
Consistency
Route
corrections

Schedules at
shelters
Telemetry/A
PP
Replace old
buses
Revamp
schedules
Sensitivity
trng for
drivers
No charge
for bikes

3. What
would you
want for
your route?
Nanawale to
Pāhoa to
Hilo, be
more
frequent
PāhoaKapoho-Hilo
more
frequent
Hilo to Konaadd Saddle
Road
KalapanaKalapama
without
going to Hilo
Hours
Be on time
Information
Courteous
drivers
Waimea
shuttle, too
far to stop
Waimea to
Kona Airport
Waimea to
Hilo and
Kona

4. Why are you
not a rider?

5. What is
needed?

Not dependable Airport
service
Not convenient
Sub-division
More pick up
service
time and places
Pāhoa to
Longer hours
Volcano after
5 PM
Too far to walk
More pick up
times

6. Why did
you stop
riding?

7. Do you
use Paratransit?

8. Is it
Beneficial?

Got a car

Yes – 1
No -9

Not aware of
this service

Not
dependable

Has worked
for me so far

Not frequent
enough

Maintain
vehicles
Friendliness
Doesn’t go
More Airport
where I want to service -2
go -3
Not enough
time to do
business
Takes too long
No dry place
Not
to sit or wait
Need to know
dependable-2
bus timing,
Not convenient- GPS, APP
2
Price
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Impractical
Too long to
access in the
rain

No -4

NA

1. Would
you use
an APP?

HILO

Yes – 6
No – 4
My cell
won’t be
able

2. What
should be
the Top
Priority?
Number bus
stops
Sunday
schedule
Extensive
and reliable
Get the fleet
running -2
Get more
buses -2
Listen to
input
Routes -4
Improve
foundations

3. What
would you
want for
your route?

4. Why are you
not a rider?

Kea‘au
Pāhoa –
Kaumana be
on time,
hours, don’t
make illegal
stops -3
Courteous
drivers

Takes too long - Serve up to
4
Malaai
Not dependable
Direct route
to downtown
Doesn’t serve
Upper Waikoloa
Cleaner
passengers
Needs a
portable toilet
at Macy’s stop
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5. What is
needed?

6. Why did
you stop
riding?

7. Do you
use Paratransit?

Got car

Yes – 4
No - 6

Inconvenient
Only use
occasion-ally

8. Is it
Beneficial?

Station Three Form (Back)

KONA

KEA‘AU

PĀHOA

1. Support Hub &
Spoke?
Yes – 7
No - 1

Yes – 4
No – 1
Must go farther
into sub-divisions
Yes – 7
No – 1
Definition? -1
Who knows?

WAIMEA

Yes – 2
No -1
Perhaps -1

HILO

Yes – 6
No – 0

2. Support Flex
Service?
Yes – 2
No -4
Don’t live in areas
with Flex
Yes – 4
Not myself – 1
Yes, if: goes to
Volcano; and if
It’s reliable
Yes – 3
No – 2
Uncertain -3
Definition? -1
Allow text or
email, not just
phone-in

Yes – 2
No -1
Perhaps -1
Vans need to be
able to carry
wheelchairs
Yes – 1
No – 4
Don’t use system
in that area

3. Support Zone Service?
Yes –1
OK-1
No -3
Don’t live in those areas
Yes – 2
No –
Need all day in Fern Forest
and Hawaiian Acres

4. Are the
5. Comments
recommendations clear?
Yes
See meeting report
Mostly
No (use landmarks)
No -1

See meeting report

Recommendations made

See meeting report

Yes – 2

Yes - 3

Depends on hours
What is it?
Access needed
Not daily
Special treatment for the
few?
Possibility of error great

Undetermined, but
expanded service is
needed

No – 3
Too inflexible
Do not use service in those
areas

No -2
Need a hub or repair
station and bus storage
in this area to deal with
breakdowns

See meeting report

Yes – 2
No – 1
Don’t reside there- 2
If schedule is coherent

Yes – 1
No – 1
No opinion -1

See meeting report
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Need more bus stops
Need seven days of
service

PART TWO: MEETING SUMMARIES
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KONA – OCTOBER 9, 2017
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General Comment Forms - Kona
Meeting Feedback Form
How did you hear about
Did the meeting provide
this meeting?
information useful to you?
Flyer
Very
Email notice
WHT
Y
Newspaper
Jo-Anna Herkes
Y

What do you want to tell us about?
Thank you very much!
Comments on blue

Email from county

Y

Word of mouth

Y

Thank you so much for your passion & commitment to this project. You are doing
very important work.
I am so happy that we are beginning a transit plan!
Thank you SSFM and MTA staff for this presentation.
The public needs to know that transit is not a money maker and needs to be
subsidized. That said, it is a vital service for our County and is worth the investment.
Bathrooms at main stations

Radio

Y

Current buses intra-Kona need bike racks.

Newspaper

Y

My Mom sent me the
bulletin of the
meeting notice

Y Very

Radio
(Cheryl Bracken, Island
Happenings)
Do not remember

Y

Email from friend

Y

Very well run meeting.
Excellent and clear presentation.
Good to be getting this started.
We need more updates and input modes.
Need to expand transit options to and into and within Kona existing subdivisions as
well as Hilo neighborhoods.
Flex and shuttle routes must be looked at for Kailua-Keauhou corridor with
subdivisions as well as Hoku Lani in Hilo and through Reeds Island and along Haili
Street.
Vision/mission statement should be concise.
How satisfied mechanics and drivers are at their jobs is an issue in how satisfied
riders are with the service.
Thank you.
Comments are included on the Blue response sheet.
Need DOE to provide funds to transport their students.

Kona-Kohala Chamber
of Commerce

Y Absolutely

Y

Very informative.
Too bad there wasn’t more folks.
17

How did you hear about
this meeting?

Did the meeting provide
information useful to you?

What do you want to tell us about?
Bus routes – would be bus riders without car be able to make it to a “public”
meeting?

HCEOC
Councilwoman Maile
David
B.

Y

Comment Sheets
1) Ken M
Glad a MT Master Plan is being done. Cannot make the transition to multi-modal.
Use Kona CDP transportation policy/maps to define routes
Use ANEK as trunk route with stop at transitional housing
Need hub at Old Airport Park Pavilion/terminal with park & ride on County land
Need regional us service locations with spare buses – industrial
Link Pālama nui and New Judiciary on Kamekaeola
2) No name
The Old Airport Terminal site o Kuakini Hwy is owned by the County of Hawai‘i. This is a great location to locate a Kailua Transit Hub with
minimal expense.
Please, in spite of Curtis Sharp comments, I suggest we examine Maui’s Mass Transit Program and consider cost/benefit of outsourcing
maintenance system. The Maui Mass Transit Agency seemed very pleased with their contract system.
3) Sara K
Rehashing what we just read on the posters in unnecessary.
Focus on stuff we did not see/”hear” on posters
4) Rosella G
Outstanding job? Mahalo to each of you and Mayor Kim for this important initiative. H
Hearing about a possible direct route between Hilo and Kona on Saddle Road was very positive.
The majority of jobs on our island are located in Kona, we have so much job/industry diversity in Kona and the majority of seekers are in
Hilo. Having a direct route between Hilo and Kona makes sound economic sense.
Please keep moving to identify ways to link Hilo and Kona effectively and efficiently.
Thank you so much.
18

5) Terry C
Congratulations to the County for doing this. No reason to do anything without a baseline to measure from.
Purchase of lands for park & ride
6) Wendy L
I really like the new Vision statement.
I like the hub idea. That should work well.
Amenities would be nice.
Reliability, comfort, safety are very important
Good presentation. Presenter very knowledgeable and confident. Highly recommend having more slides with smaller chunks of
information. Some slides had very small writing. Break up content of one slide to 3-5 and spend one minute on each. More images less
words per slide.
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Summary Matrix of Responses at Station One Form - Kona
How
Import
1

10

2

10

3

10

4

10

5

8

6

10

7

10

Top Guiding
Principles

Prefer
new
Vision?
NA

3 is already part of 1.
Accessible for users of
all ages and abilities
There should be a
guiding principle
regarding mass transit
and serving our people
by providing
transportation to reach
employment, education
and other opportunities
7 Coordinate with GP
Y
6
3
Safe
Transportation for ADA
2 Alternate Modes
7 Consistent w/CDP
8 Best design for hubs

Concur
With 5
goals?
Y

Please see comment
under #2 & 6

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y
Realistic priority
Add modes of trnsp.
Reliable
Hubs & spoke comfort
RELIABLE!!
Identify unsafe &
uncomfortable

How change
Vision?

Focus on
employment
and commuter
routes

Comments

Mahalo nui loa for all your time and
hard work. This project is vital to the
future of our island.

Make it fiscally
Focus on routes that can go within
and
areas of Kona and Hilo.
environmentally
sustainable

Maintain minimum
service for commuters

Y

Y
Much
better

Other Goals?

Y

Good

Y
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Constant
measurement &
feedback
Reliability

People don’t ride because of break
downs.

How
Import
8

10

9

10

Top Guiding
Principles
Reliable & accessible
All modes of Transport
Environmental
sensitivity
All

Prefer
new
Vision?
Y

How change
Vision?

Concur
With 5
goals?
Y

Y

Y
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Other Goals?

Include
bikeshare as a
first and last
mile option
Easier to read
maps

Comments

Friendlier drivers

Summary Matrix of Responses at Station Two Form - Kona

Aware
Participate?
GP?

Top Challenges &
Opportunities

Other Challenges
& Opportunities?

1

Y

Multiple type
buses and electric
buses

2
3

Y
Y

4

Y

5

Y

N

Input.
Cultural &
historical effects
Meetings for
(reirsport?) need.
Reliability
Existing zoning and
subdivision
ordinances.
Lack of financing
tools.
Medical and
shopping for rural
areas.
Connecting people
to buses

6

N

N

Maintenance
New routes

Family fares

7

Y

8

Y

Attended
meetings
Input at
community
meetings

Funding

9

N

Rider

All

Openness to
multi-modal
transportation
and appropriate
infrastructure
Friendlier drivers

Not yet

Every
update
since 1974

Comfort
Integrate transit

Efforts Underway
Yes, see
improvement
More buses
Improve customer
service
Federal grants
Security
Yes for all
Not aware

Rural areas

Get more buses
Impr. Cust. Service
Paratransit
Bathroom facilities Fix buses
at major hubs.
Impr. Cust. Service
Paratransit
Impr. Cust. service

Efforts
Underway
No, do not see
improvement
Fix buses
Paratransit
Finish
maintenance
facility
Not aware

Comments

Express hub needed in Kona by
area of Old Airport Park.
Routes transfer.

Fix buses
Improve security
Get more buses
Finish main fac
Federal grants
Improve security
All others

We need grant writers in the
county.

All
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Why are there no bike racks on
current buses?

Summary Matrix of Responses at Station Three Form - Kona

1

1.App
?
Y

2

Y

3

Y

4

Y

5

Y

2.Top Priority

3.Your
Route

4.Why Not a rider?
Takes too long
compared to car

Because of the
number of job
opportunities in
Kona versus
other areas,
identifying a
public trns route
that would bring
job seekers from
east Hawai‘i to
Kona would be a
win for all our
island
Get bike racks

Hire a grant
writer to apply
for & manage
grants

Too long compared
to car
Not convenient

Kona Intra
Make more
frequent,
longer
hours, be on
time, bike
racks
Hours
Stops made
Information

5.What Needed?

7.Paratransit?

8.Beneficial?

Be dependable
Used as a tourist N
Get to places in lieu
of car
A direct or express
route between
Kona and Hilo
would make a huge
difference. It takes
almost 3.5 hours to
get from Hilo to
Kona and vice
versa, plus the
times are not as
convenient as they
perhaps could be.

Not dependable

Doesn’t go where I
need to go
Not convenient

6.Why stopped?

Rude drivers

More buses,
shorter routes,
more frequent
schedules
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N

N

Horrible

6

1.App
?
Y

7

Y

8

Y

9

Proba Identify hubs in
bly not Kona

10

Y

2.Top Priority

Hub & Spoke

Grant writing
Solicit $ from
resorts/schools.
Properly and
permanently
label signs of the
replacement
buses as Hele On

3.Your
Route
I would use
on Ali‘i Drive
if frequent
enough.
Better
information
Reliability
Comfort
Kona to Hilo
More
frequent,
longer
hours, more
stops,
information
Not a rider

4.Why Not a rider?

Takes too long
compared to car
Need my car during
day for errands and
meetings

5.What Needed?

6.Why stopped?

Ali‘i Drive.
Also Ali‘i Drive to
Civic Center

I did on Oahu
and in San
Francisco

Not for me, but for
work force

No

Need more buses!

My job takes me to
diverse job sites at
customer based
times

Nothing. I like my
truck for farm use

Hilo-Kona
abhorrent
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7.Paratransit?

No

No, but I will

No

8.Beneficial?

No

Cannot drive
so it gets me
around

Back of Form
9.Hub & Spoke

10. Flex Service

11. Zone Service

1

Y

N
Short distance I would
use a car.
Long distance I may
consider it as an
alternative

2

N
Rarely visit those
areas from Kona

N
Rarely visit these
areas from Kona

3

N
It will still not
solve the issue
of linking Kona
with Hilo in a
time efficient
manner
Y

Y

OK

4

Yes!!

Probably not

My work is in
Kona and Hilo so
I wouldn’t use
flex, but I think it
is a good idea as
a pilot.

Y

Not in area

12. Recommendations Clear?

Comments

Kona is a major employment and visitor hub.
There should be a direct route between
Kona and East Hawai‘i (Hilo) to service these
areas.

No. Use landmarks too.

Current buses don’t have bike racks, why?
Need a lost & found system
I do use bike share in Kona and would like to
see bike share added to the transportation
plan as first and last mile option.
PATH/bike share fees could be reduced or
free for transit passengers via smart card.

5
6

Locate new transit hub at Old Airport Park at
site of Old Terminal Building on Kuakini Hwy.

7

Please consider Ane Keohokalole Hwy. as a
major bus route. When Phase III is
completed it will go all the way from Henry
Street to Kaimiani and Palamanui College
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9.Hub & Spoke

10. Flex Service

8

Y
Need to go into
neighborhoods
and
subdivisions
more

Y
Need this also in Kona
and Ka‘umana

9

Y

Don’t live there

10

Y
Add Waimea

N
Dear God, aole!
The answer is in the
question. Mahalo

11. Zone Service

12. Recommendations Clear?

Y
Would improve
getting around.
Need it more
often, maybe 5
days but
weekends
included
No
Don’t live there

Mostly

Need more small and medium sized buses to
go between Ka‘ulua and Kea‘auhou and
mauka as well as within Hilo
neighborhoods/areas.

Yes
Agree with them

Route 203 Insert 3 that routes along Anek
and Kinalani to some further housing and
the existing transitional housing.
Insert 2 bus top in from of new judiciary on
Kamakale to open 2019.
Insert 2 Hub should be at Old Airport Park
Makai pavilion at Old Airport Terminal.
Need maintenance hub in either Hawi or Old
Industrial area and maybe by transitional
housing.
Integrate routes with Kona CDP.
Eliminate the 40 route Honoka’a wait in Am,
Eliminate the double back to Waimea to pick
up private school kids in pm is abhorrent.
Standardize and lowest possibilities of
temperature on the rides. Kona/Hilo is
dangerously cold all the time.
Hilo/Kona Express – charge a higher fare.
Increase trips between the two; a person
should be able to spend the day in either,
not just 3 hours as it is now.
Transfers: give the drivers transfers they can
give fares. Now they hardwire everyone in.
Bike racks on every bus with no extra fare?
Hele On driver shirts.

No again.
Reliability,
predictability etc.
arrival essentials
for all fares.
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Comments

Easel Notes - Kona
These notes were taken during the facilitated Question & Answer period.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Are we going to talk to DOE to help fund the cost of transportation of their students who ride the public buses to go to DOE schools?
Do circular routes include mauka makai routes?
Interest in a commuter route between Hilo and Kona.
Express service for a route directly over saddle road.
Wants to see number of riders (not just routes).
Combination usage fees considering apps to check for times and routes.
Include stops at service/retail centers – Walmart, Safeway.
Cost of family/children’s fares (affordability).
Keep “best in the world.”
Ask private schools shuttle their students or pay their fares.
Can resorts with a lot of commuter ridership pitch in funds.
Routes in Kona – keep and add Anekeoho Kalole should continue to be “trunk” and include the new judiciary.
Request for definitions:
o Fixed system
o Complete streets
Will there be a cost benefit analysis for private section to manage Heleon.
Consider allowing for the storage of more bicycles (only 2 racks per bus, more riders on bikes, riders get left behind).
Capabilities of the buses to handle Saddle Road and steep grade (hill climbing features).
CPD – integrate housing projects. Will the bus routes accommodate them?
All buses should have bike racks. Many buses do not have enough bike racks.
Appropriate to size buses for the type of road they travel.
Can we get a hub in Waimea?
Can we get a Lost & Found System?
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Meeting Photos - Kona
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KEA‘AU – OCTOBER 11, 2017
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General Comment Forms – Kea‘au
Meeting Feedback Form
1.How did you hear
about this meeting?
1

Newspaper

2

Email from Jen

3
4

Radio
Radio, County Music
station

5

Facebook

6

One-line, Facebook

2.Did the meeting
provide information
3. What do you want to tell us about?
useful to you?
Y
Mass Transit system needs improvement ASAP.
Transportation is so vital for citizens to be contributing members of society.
Mass transit needs to seek out agencies, like HCEOC, Hawai‘i County Economic
Opportunity Council and their transportation department who can make the system
successful.
Y
1) Lack of postings for bus stops
2) Rude bus drivers, need Driver of Year award
3) Very cold buses, extra clothes needed
4) To go to Oceanview and back need to leave at 6 AM
5) Two day round trips to Kona; why no direct southern route?
6) No Sunday or holiday service
7) Hospital trips
8) Use of $million bus
9) No maintenance, not even oil changes
10) Original idea – free buses to reduce need for endless road improvements
11) Transfer only given at transfer points, not permitted to walk to transfer point later
12) 70% satisfaction? Not likely from rural areas
Y, some
We really aren’t given much chance to give our ideas on how transit could work here.
Y
Identifying what problems us riders experience hasn’t been done, except in a brief
note From Jen Ruggles.
Snotty drivers.
Bus breakdowns, are our mechanics qualified?
Buses not on time
Drivers should always observe the maxim regarding scheduled stops: NEVER EARLY,
SELDOM LATE. Never leave a stop early and seldom leave a stop late, traffic, etc. ,
sometimes forces late departure.
Y
Appreciate that a Plan will be in place that will be continuously adjusted.
Y

Let’s get started
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1.How did you hear
about this meeting?

2.Did the meeting
provide information
useful to you?

7

and email
Facebook

Y

8

Jen Ruggles

Y

9
10

PCDP AC meeting
Curtis Sharp and Jen
Ruggles

Y

11

Councilmember
email

Y

12

CM Ruggles
Facebook
Website

Y

3. What do you want to tell us about?

How do we get bus service into Fern Forest subdivision? Do you bring in the buses on
our two main roads and put in bus stops? Do we need to give you a lot as a hub for
park and ride? If so, what is the criteria for this lot? Does it have to have pavement
past it? What size do you need? Our lot is 3 acres, do you need all of it?
Bill W.
Bus schedules on buses and in libraries would be helpful.
The four wheel drive 15 passenger suggestion was a good one.
New Mission statement is good!
We need bus service at Kahaualea (The Atatsuka Orchids Road off Hwy 11) through to
at least McCoy Road so people from H.U.L. E. and Fern Forest don’t have to walk an
HOUR to the highway to catch the Volcano-Hilo bus. (If it could U on upaved so far
Kaleponi towards South Glenwood that would help even more people in both
subdivisions). But if not just a bus turnaround could be paved here.
We need night bus service and Sundays so people can go to community meetings like
this one(!), farmers market, etc.
Busses need to run on time so people can get to work, class, doctor’s appointments,
and meetings on time.
THANK YOU!
Bus may be late. Can GPS tracking be added to you can see where your bus is located?
Would make waiting for us more productive if you could plan a food stop or not.
Do we have the population density to need a regular us schedule?
Lots of inefficient cars clog streets for kid drop off at school. Why is this? Can buses be
made more attractive for student use? AM Pāhoa bus is packed with students going
to Hilo makes it hard to find a seat for regular commuters.
Lengthy comments have been scanned and are attached to this form
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B.

Comment Sheets
1) Larry B
Current and proposed route through portion of HPP fails to go down (Makai) to First or Beach Road. And includes no service for Kaloli Drive
and Shower Drive. I suggest either adjusting route, creating additional route, or HPP circulator route within HPP (pop 13,000) to provide
reasonable access to more residents.
2) Jim K
Ability to track where your bus is, so you might be able to make other plans while waiting or arranging alternate transport.
Would bike more but will not do so this on streets/shoulders due to poor drivers on island. Need separated, barricaded pathways between
traffic and bike/walker ways
Can additional bike space be available on buses? Rush hour typically has spots filled. Would hub bike rental/monthly assignments be
possible?
Get GPS synchronized clocks on the bus so they know if they are at a stop ahead of schedule and must wait before moving on.
With bus service to Volcano National Park for tourists (hourly) this would serve all locals on that route and have it supported by tourist
dollars.
3) Faith B
Meeting time needs to meet at a time when bus riders can get to. There is no bus service at night.
Most times the buses run late, but in the times they are early they need to wait for scheduled time. Leaving early leaves some without the
transportation they need.
Satellite service that goes into subdivisions and meets at transportation hub.
4) Bill &Ruth W
How do we get bus service into Fern Forest Subdivision? Two main paved roads into subdivision (upper and lower) bus stops at Kalepone
on both upper and lower roads central to our subdivision?
Or, could we have a hub made in our subdivision? We have a lot that could be given over if you are going to improve and make hub for our
membership for bus service. If you can give us the criteria you need to give us bus service into our subdivision.
5) Paul P
See 12 points on feedback sheet.
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6) John S
Representing the Hawai‘i County Economic Opportunity Council. I am Transportation Manager for the non-profit agency. It is our desire
and intention to assist County of Hawai‘i Mass Transit in providing the much needed transportation services for our citizens. If there is a
way we can help, please contact our agency 961-2681 x100. Aloha.
7) Jamie S
Drivers should be CPR certified trained to use de-fibulators which should be on all buses.
GPS on all buses, connected to audible recordings notifying blind riders and all riders of upcoming intersections, attractions, universities,
hospitals, malls, etc.
Weekly, monthly, yearly bus passes should begin by the new year.
Police should ride along at first when routes are expanded. Video monitors with visitor information could be helpful.
Immediate expansion into Upper Puna neighborhoods is needed and available to work at the stores (Home Depot Safeway, Target) and
make it home in Upper Puna neighborhoods, since the jobs are in Hilo as late as 11 PM. Perhaps after 6 PM, only once every two hours.
8) Corey H
Have way to find out when bus is coming using basic cell phone (not smart phone)
As part of transit planning, include plans to encourage tele-commuting; requirements for developers to build & contribute to bus stops and
street pull-outs for wheelchairs, bikes, skateboards, ride share taxi, Uber, etc.
Have ways to carry bulky items
Partner with private companies to get people from unpaved roads to bus stops
Do phone/door-to-door outreach. Also ask disability agencies to find out needs of this people.
9) Geoff S
Signs at stops with phone #
Shelters
Route down Ola’a to 40th street
Encourage DOE to improve its own bus system
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Summary Matrix of Responses at Station One Form – Kea‘au

1

1.How
Import
Is MP?
7

2

3.Prefer
new
Vision?
Y
Just a
bit

Make it shorter.
Mission/Vision statements
should be concise

1
2
7
Have the customer
service person
answering the phone
know where I’m
supposed to start. I
stand where told only to
watch the bus whizz by.
3
6
9

Y

If the vision is followed
the same way, does the
statement really matter?
Follow “we will create a
reliable service.”
Include “comfortable”

Y

No change

Y

3 Be cognizant of
persons with disabilities
6
8
1
24

Y

No Change

Y

N

No

Y

Y

New one sounds more
practical. A good one.

2.Top Guiding
Principles

Reliable service

3

10

4

10

5

10

6

10

7

10

8

10

3.How would you change
The Vision?
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4.Concur
With 5
goals?

5. What Other
Goals would you
add?

Comments
Plan for a rural system with
many unpaved roads may
require a different approach.*

Y

Goal “Reliable service” and
commuter problems
immediately!!

Timing as
accurate as
possible.
Signs on each
side of the street
for where to
stand.
Implement
technology, e.g.
APP with real
time information
Create multiple
venues to share
information
More

More
Why wouldn’t you plan before
doing something?

9

1.How
Import
Is MP?
10

2.Top Guiding
Principles
Coordinate w/GP
Rider Comfort
1 Safe & reliable

3.Prefer
new
Vision?
Y

3.How would you change
The Vision?

4.Concur
5. What Other
With 5
Goals would you
goals?
add?
Y
Make riders want
to tell others
about the new
Hele On coming

Comments
Mobile wifi on buses, please

*One slide behind the one titled “Tasks in the Contract” there is a line re Complaints Log, which she didn’t touch on. Since us riders almost never
complain any more, since complaints don’t seem to be heard. I want to know more about how complaints are actually handled. We don’t need the
slides narrated. There should be more time for Q&A and General Comments
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Summary Matrix of Responses at Station Two Form – Kea‘au

1

1.Are
you
2.Have you
Aware
Participated?
of
GP?
Y
PTS
PUNA CDP
Pāhoa Main
Street 1-2

3.What are the
Top Challenges &
Opportunities?
Planning must
move as a whole.

2

N

N

Need paratransit
in Puna District

3

Y

County
Council
meeting

Access into rural
subdivisions
Service on more
frequent
timetables

4

Y

Don’t know
how I would.

5
6

Y
Y

7

N

Input
meetings

4. Are there other
Challenges &
Opportunities?

5. What Efforts do
you see Underway?

6. What Efforts
do you not see
improvement?

7. Comments

All

Outreach
Not just
internet/website!

Get more buses
Paratransit
Get more buses
Customer service

Customer service
Finish Main Fac
DK others
Fix buses
Have smaller vehicles
service more places
?? all others

More buses up Hwy 11.
Service subdivisions
where roadsides are
paved.
ON-time buses.
Bus stop markers and
shelters.
Bike racks
We need paratransit to
serve Pāhoa!
Improve schedule
adherence

Transportation #5
Survey

Re-think transit
bus use in school
routes.
Service visitors
Lack of designated
bus stops.

All

Get more buses
Paratransit
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Fix buses
Customer service

Bus break down rate and
unavailability is still a big
problem.

1.Are
you
Aware
of
GP?

8

Y

9

N

2.Have you
Participated?

Testified in
Council.

3.What are the
Top Challenges &
Opportunities?

Encouraging
citizens input is
actually going to
make a difference
(current) (future).
More frequent
agile buses in
neighborhoods.

4. Are there other
Challenges &
Opportunities?

GPS based audible
recording
notifying
passengers of
attractions,
upcoming
intersections,
malls, schools, etc.

5. What Efforts do
you see Underway?

Fix buses
Get more buses
Paratransit
Federal grants
Improve security

Fix buses
Get more buses
Customer service
Paratransit

6. What Efforts
do you not see
improvement?

7. Comments

DK all others
Customer service Current rider experience
Finish main. Fac. in upper Puna and
especially on private
roads.

Finish main. Fac.
Federal Grants

Camera on driver only so
driver is accountable for
being professional.
*

*Buses from different routes follow the same roads through Hilo within minutes and go to Prince Kūhiō Plaza with very few passenger each. i.e.
The Pāhoa bus and the Volcano Bus follow one another to the exact same place. This doubles the congestion on the road. It doubles the
maintenance and fuel costs. It irritates the #2 driver who through grateful for the “hours” knows this driving time is redundant and wasteful.
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Summary Matrix of Responses at Station Three Form – Kea‘au

1

1.Would
you use
an App?
Y

2

Y

3

4

N
I see how
they have
not
worked
on Oahu
Y

5

Y

2.Top Priority
Bus stop signs

Serving the
subdivisions
in Puna
District

Do what we
need to get
buses to start
arriving ontime.

Come into
Fern Acres

3.Your
Route

4.Why are you Not
a rider?

Pāhoa-Hilo
More
frequent, be
on time,
stops made,
information
Pāhoa-Hilo
More
frequent, be
on time,
total trip
time more
outreach
Hilo/Kona

Would use more
regularly if more
dependable; now it
is not convenient.

Hwy 11 Fern
Acres

More frequent,
longer hours, be on
time, information
at bus stops

Not dependable,
doesn’t go where I
want to go; Takes
too long compared
to car

5.What would be
Needed for you to
ride?

6.Why did you
stop riding?

7.Do you use
Para-transit?

8.Is it
Beneficial?

X

More frequent
Easily accessible

NA

Yes, as a
worker with
clients

Not on time.
No bike racks.
No service into
subdivisions
and not
frequent
enough

No
Doesn’t serve
Puna.

Courteous drivers.
One driver is
consistently a bully
and is unfriendly.

Not dependable,
doesn’t go where I
want to go; takes
too long compared
to car; not
convenient.
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Hilo OK, but
what about
Kea‘au/Pāhoa?
Paratransit too
expensive.
Please lower
price.

6

1.Would
you use
an App?
Y
Need for
non
smart
phone

2.Top Priority
Have buses
go into rural
subdivisions
like at 22 mile
marker on
Hwy 11*
Build in
reliability

7

Y

8

N

9

Y

Ability to
track where
your bus is.

10

Y

Puna hub &
spoke

11

Y

Phase in
VolcanoKea‘au route
that includes
all possible

3.Your
Route

4.Why are you Not
a rider?

I am, but I would
be dependent on it
if it was more
dependable and
not even on all xxx
thing!
Volcano
More frequent;
now; Pāhoa
longer hours; be on
in past
time
Health issues.
Cannot walk far or
wait long.
Must have lots of
stuff
Kea’au-Hilo
Not dependable.
Be on time.
Very important
Don’t leave a reason, jobs
stop early.
depend on this.
Love Fern
Acres access.
Be on time
Need an
additional
evening
route. No
one can take
the bus
home from
work
Route 11,
More frequent,
only one in
longer hours, be on
Upper Puna
time, stops made,
information,
courteous drivers,

5.What would be
Needed for you to
ride?

I stopped two
weeks ago after 2.5
hour wait

6.Why did you
stop riding?

7.Do you use
Para-transit?

Bus availability

No

8.Is it
Beneficial?

Yes
Taxi helpful. I
couldn’t drive.
Long waits.

Buses in my
neighborhood
(Fern Forest) more
frequent, all day
long
42

I sat on the
side of HWY 11
more than
twice due to
bus.

Not now

Very
important.

N

NA

1.Would
you use
an App?

2.Top Priority
neighborhood
routes,
especially
Fern Forest.

12
13
14

3.Your
Route

4.Why are you Not
a rider?

5.What would be
Needed for you to
ride?

6.Why did you
stop riding?

7.Do you use
Para-transit?

8.Is it
Beneficial?

safe, efficient
courteous drivers

Side blank
Side blank
Side blank

*There don’t have to walk 40 minutes to an hour to catch bus at Hwy 11. That would make bus service so much more user friendly. You can make a
turnaround at end of pavement in order for bus to turnaround, if you can’t make a subdivision U.
** The AC was always too cold and was told nothing could be done. Arthritis and cold temps are not good. Rude driver, buses did not show up in the
AM, when I needed them.
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BACK OF FORM
9.Hub & Spoke
1
2

10. Flex Service
Y
Y

3

Y
N
The reach in the
subdivision is
not far enough
but better than
now
Possibly

4

Y

Y

5
6

Side blank
I hope so

I’m in Volcano/Ka‘u
area. I’d use it if it was
offered here.

11. Zone Service

12. Recommendations
Clear?
No
Communities are
isolated.
Subdivision expansion is
very much needed
quickly.

Comments
Route to Orchidland via 40th and Ola’a

Find out what 4WD buses exist. 15 PAX 4WD
vehicles do exist. Use them on the dirt roads.
Need to provide a route up Hwy 11 and Hwy 130
that provides an ability for someone to maintain
an 8Am-4PM or 9AM to 5PM job in Hilo and
Kea‘au.
Provide criteria to subdivisions to receive
services (e.g. paved route, space required to turn
around, MOU with MTA.
Need a route that goes through Road 8 in
Hawai‘ian Acres.
Yes. But it’s
already hard to
get jobs as a bus
rider. Will
employer be OK
with the days of
zone service being
the only days that
you can work?
Also meetings and
classes happen
when they
happen. If zone
doesn’t match
you can’t attend.

Buses on Sunday so I could go to church would
also be great!
I am happy momentum towards making the bus
system better is actually happening.
Thank you so much!!!

The idea about partnering with private
companies to get people on dirt roads and
paved bus stops is a good one.
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9.Hub & Spoke
7

10. Flex Service
Only if buses work and
are reliable

8
9
10

Only if buses
work and are
reliable
Side blank
Side blank
Y

11

Y

Y

12
13
14

Not myself

11. Zone Service

12. Recommendations
Clear?

Will help

Comments

We cannot shop in Kea‘au (from Upper Puna).
Also, because there are several hours between
buses. We can get to Kea‘au, but not home
again.
Bus &
Hub should be in Kea‘au, I believe advertising on and in the bus would
neighborhood FF
not Mt. View.
generate more revenue to enable more
and HA should run
expanded routes.
all day long. If one
WiFi on the better newer buses.
wishes to
I picked up an 80-year old woman (widow)
continue to Hilo,
walking in Fern Forest to the 6 AM bus on Hwy
get a transfer and
11 to get her to medicine in the rain. I drove her
pick up Big bus
to the Hilo Shopping Center.
coming from
Pāhoa in front of
Kea‘au HMSA
bldg. bus stop.
Send bus down 40th to Orchidland.
Fern Forest Co. Center 11 and 1 PM Volcano to
Hilo. Sunday service
Florist/Nursery known as Atasuka on Hwy 11
S. Glenwood/Captain’s Drive to the Kaleponi
Drive.
3 point turn and back out to Hwy.
Schedules at the bus stops.
Allow for passengers to check their mail at Mt.
View Post Office.
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Easel Notes – Kea‘au
These notes were taken during the facilitated Question & Answer period.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Did not see volcano tract on slide.
o See station/fix slide
We walk more than 5 block (more like 5 miles).
o Paved turnaround – covered in key places.
Transfer points, bus driver of the year award
o Connect southern route to Kona
o Hilo/Puna -> Ka‘u -> Kona takes 2 days.
Swipe transfer pass in volcano. Volcano to Kona all day long.
How will you get input from people who want to ride the bus (but don’t currently).
o More surveys on buses.
Better hospital frequency.
Better maintenance
Double decker bus for workers.
Way to find out if bus is coming by basic phone.
Partner with private companies to get people up dirt roads.
Paratransit to door, flex only to gate.
Visitor - HNVP lave viewing, can’t depend on buses being on time.
o Hoppa on, Hoppa off.
Who is the priority locals or tourists?
Need more interagency coordination + COH Planning for better all-around services.
Document how lout the buses are.
Outreach on changes to schedule.
o Not just online at libraries and major stops.
Stopover time in Kea‘au is not frequent enough. Leaves you in town 4 hours.
Volcano route is often used for school routes causing delays – up to 2-1/2 hours.
Buses too cold.
Can’t go from lower Puna to Kona in one day.
Need park & rides along main routes.
Bus shelters at top of subdivisions.
Need to address coming into subdivisions.
Need a route through Road 8 (Moho) in HI Acres.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wifi on buses.
Need Volcano to Kona route frequency.
Sometimes uses leave early. Very inconvenient when the next bus is hours away.
Have meetings in transit-service areas.
Weekend meetings that are more locally oriented would be better.
Need weekend service lower Puna.
Excessive buses are being used to transport workers.
Orient hubs with businesses.
Extremely isolated disabled people. Need to urgently expand paratransit.
How about 15 passenger 4-WD vans for dirt roads.
Volcano Park can increase ridership with better reliable bus service.
Better tourist service may be used to increase revenue.
Tourists can pay a higher price for better service.
Subdivisions can make park & rides. Need access to _____.
Routes and schedules at library and major stops.
Bus advertising funds can be used for wifi and other things.
Trip from MBT at 4:45 p.m. to Volcano too early for workers.
Fern acres 6:30 p.m. for workers.
Formal bus stops.
Loop through Orchidland (40th).
From Council Member Ruggles:
o Bike racks on every bus.
o Improve airport service.
o Sundays and Holidays services.
o More frequent service.
o Camera Surveillance.
o Better pay to drivers.
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Meeting Photos – Kea‘au
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PĀHOA – OCTOBER 12, 2017
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General Comment Forms – Pāhoa
Meeting Feedback Form
How did you hear about
this meeting?
Flyers

Did the meeting provide
information useful to you?
Y

Husband told me
2 Friends

Y
Y

Posters

Y

Newspaper and Curtis
Sharp

N

Facebook
Newspaper
Email

Y

Newspaper

Y

Email
Filing a complaint form

Y
So far

Y

What do you want to tell us about?
Hub & Spoke in Puna
Flex – one year test time
Skateboards & surfboards need to be able to go on the bus
Use many small buses in place of one big bus. This way the buses serve passengers
more frequently therefore are more usable.
Buses to airport.
A Green fleet
Posted schedules at bus stops
Plan to recycle decommissioned buses
Expand route and increase uses (esp. weekends and holidays)
Mini-buses into subdivisions to connect with major routes
See list from Toby

Having Route 401 run only one direction continues the lengthy ride concept; with
two buses running in opposite directions the travel time is less.
Please have flex service and zone service go further into the subdivisions OR
Provide circulator buses that go into subdivisions to bring people to the highway to
catch the main bus into town or Pāhoa.
Keep buses travelling on the highway on the highway.
How does one comment on traffic?
A pilot program to supply internet on at the very least, the Hilo to Kona route. It is
the age of information. There would be a place for the information and
communication aspects of the information you are looking for from riders and their
destinations and survey of the satisfaction or comments on their trip. Plus the
communications that could take place between individuals and businesses and
others seeking that connection would make it easier to gather input of service and
promote more sharing of experience enjoyed by bus service which adds to the
overall image of the service.
Ongoing
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How did you hear about
this meeting?
Jen Ruggles

Jen Ruggles
Radio

Did the meeting provide
information useful to you?
Somewhat, need clarity on
what is hub, spoke
and flex service
Y
Y

Facebook

Y

B.

What do you want to tell us about?
There should be clear definitions presented on boards of hub & spoke, flex service,
transit applications
Mahalo!
The importance of bus system for students and young people
Drivers are paid well, but every three years their employer changes as the contract
comes up. Are you aware of this?
Mechanics, if they are properly trained, can work on various vehicles. This is NOT an
issue.
Beyond regular maintenance, repairs are required when an accident occurs or when
catastrophic electrical, mechanical, suspension issues come up. With through pre
and post trips performed by drivers most if not all issues are caught and dealt with
by competent mechanics and their assistants before an on-route breakdown
happens.
What is source of statement “most heavily used by commuters with no other
options”
Collaboration by and with employers
Thanks!

Comment Sheets

1) Rene S
Post schedules at bus stops
Aim for a future fleet that’s all green
Buses from airport to Mooheau Terminal and Prince Kuhio
Expand routes and increase services, especially on weekends and holidays
Mini buses in and out of subdivisions to connect with major routes
Make a plan to recycle decommissioned buses (i.e. into homeless housing).
2) James W
Mass Transit Master Plan is long overdue
Transit service to serve all people” – this can be problematic. Differentiate “social service” and “commuting.”
Flex Service: test period must include school year
Hydrogen fueled buses?
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Bus stops with schedules posted at stops
Collaboration with employers
3) Glen B
Flex service and zone service may be a kind thing to do, but it may waste resources and create time table problems. Bus service first obligation
has to be “To be on time.”
Funding for subdivision road paving between county roads “paved” bus service roads. Select road paving.
4) Toby
Shared taxi’s beyond Hilo
Bike credit card kiosks? Hilo/Kona/Waimea
Pop out schedules, two cards
Senior transit to festivals and evening events
UHH Subdivision cooperation, rides, neighborhood watch
Coordinate Pāhoa to Volcano at Kea‘au hub, small wait times at hubs
5) Mary M
More buses, reliability, posted hours, and a way to find out where along the route the bus is currently needed.
Bike Racks would be great.
In addition, to encourage bike/bus coordination etc., bike paths (safe) should be built.
The hub idea is good providing you have the infrastructure to pull it off well.
New buses
Survey the bus drivers.
6) Sarah
Why can’t buses operate on unpaved roads and is chip seal adequate?
Must we depend on federal grants?
Roads won’t change, so vehicles must.
Were drivers surveyed? What information came back from the driver’s survey?
Three year contract for drivers (who then never know who they will be working for in three years).
The buses that DOE uses are available daily 8:15-1:15 for adding to the mix on buses available.
7) William D
Bike rack accessibility on all buses
Get rid of tour buses
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Subdivision access. Who makes these decisions?
Safety uses due to walking on inferior infrastructure of roadways
Time on routes. If bus is early ten to fifteen minutes will pass stop. St
Coordinate route times. Bes example Hilo to Volcano. Hilo to Pāhoa later route times. Last Volcano Hilo bus is 5:00 PM.
8) Kat
We need: Two way routes, more frequent rides and stops, weekends, night, covered stations, reliability of service. Mahalo!
9) Jon O
All County departments need to be involved?
10) Dave K
Very informative
11) Roy B
Hub needs to be in Kea‘au
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Summary Matrix of Responses at Station One Form – Pāhoa
How
Important
1

Top Guiding
Principles

9

Prefer
new
Vision?
Y

Concur
With 5
goals?

How change Vision?
No comparison.
Practical.

Y
What does
#3 mean?

2
3

10
10

4

10

5

10

6

9

7

Y

10
2
8

Other Goals?
MAINTENANCE!!
Hire more
mechanics. Put lots
of buses on roads,
please.
Bike racks &
toilets/hand
washing

You need to ride the
bus.

Y

Y

2
4
7
7
2
1

Y

Y

Y

Y

1

Y

Y
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Not specific
enough.
Create transit with
frequent rides and
stops; two-way
routes, covered
stations.

Post schedules at
bus stops and
shelters.
New route: Airport
to Mooheau
Terminal and Prince
Kuhio Mall

Comments
(10 is implemented)
Significance of economic
hardship, many unlicensed
and uninsured drivers, a
significant threat on the
road. *
Commuting traffic?
Thank you for making the
effort to get those of us with
vehicles out and about.
What are ticket costs? Fare
prices?
Mahalo!

How
Important

8

9

9

7

10

10

11

8

12

9

Top Guiding
Principles
9
4
9
10
11
1
5
9
1
4
9
8
ADD: establish
trail/track for horse
drawn carriage.
ADD: Establish means
of transporting freight
instead of people
only.
1
2
5

Prefer
new
Vision?
Definite
ly
Y

Y

N

Concur
With 5
goals?

How change Vision?

Y

I would not. It is
moving in the right
direction.
Be the best, invest in
public transportation.

Y
Very
much

Y

If it changes,
maybe.

Y

These are nice.

Y for
1,2,4,5

ADD: Do it
ourselves at low
cost, not borrowing
money or using
federal money.

Any questions, call Dave
965-1078

No

Recognize & identify and
operate two different
services: commuters and
social services.

N for 3

Y

Y

MAINTENANCE!
Who are
“stakeholders”?

15

Comments

Expediency

13
14

16

Other Goals?

Y

Y

Add “On schedule”
and “convenient
times” so people can

Y
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Make sure people
can get to work,

Will you be doing another
survey?
Z-card
Senior support at night**
Prioritize needs if not
enough funds. How will you
prioritize?

How
Important

Top Guiding
Principles

Prefer
new
Vision?

How change Vision?

have reliable transit to
jobs.

Concur
With 5
goals?
What does
#3 mean?
Explain
tool.

Other Goals?
school, airport
reliably.

Comments
In projecting costs, legalize
pakalolo, tax it and give
funds to county bus system.

*Hub to hub buses larger and spoke buses smaller? More tourists will ride when 1) service to/from airports expands; 2) timetables and route
information are available; 3) marked sheltered bus stops can be found. Road capacity.
** Bike rentals (multi-modal); Bayfront biking. Seniors. Get to work. Paratransit. Schedule APP ready. One way in Puna?? Hāmākua . Hospital
Complex, DDS, Surgeons
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Summary Matrix of Responses at Station Two Form – Pāhoa

Aware
Participate?
GP?

Top Challenges &
Opportunities

Other Challenges
& Opportunities?

Efforts Underway
Yes, see
improvement

Efforts
Underway
No, do not see
improvement

1

Comments
AVL transponders to
monitor performance.
Improve customer service
by developing happy
drivers.

2

Y

Puna CDP
and Action
Committee

More frequent
buses, esp.
weekends and
holidays.
Expand routes

3

Y

N

5
3
9

4

Y

N

5

Y

N

6

N

N

7

Y

No -Just
talk

4 Social service
and commuters
are different
services
Other local routes
need to be added.
2
3
4
5
Creating hub &
spoke

Riding/finding
new uses for old
buses (e.g.
homeless
shelters).
“Green” bus fleet.
Routes that
encourage
attendance at jobs
& school

Improve bus maintenance.
When riders sit on broken
seats and fall, there is a
problem.

Fix buses
Not sure at this
time.

Independent
contracts of short
routes

All others
All

Customer Service
Improve security
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Fix buses
Get more buses
Paratransit
Finish main fac.

Add Ainaloa stop on Hwy
11.

Aware
Participate?
GP?

Top Challenges &
Opportunities

Other Challenges
& Opportunities?

Efforts Underway
Yes, see
improvement

8

Efforts
Underway
No, do not see
improvement
Federal grants

Comments

When you get it up and
running, go back to free or
very low cost if at all
possible.
Sounds good. You don’t
want to do a Saddle Road
run? Could be good to
integrate in for faster trips
cross island.
AVL transponders to
monitor performance.

9

Improve customer service
by developing happy
drivers.
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Summary Matrix of Responses at Station Three Form – Pāhoa

1

1.App?

2.Top Priority

Y
If it’s easy

Subdivision
vans.
Neighborhood
security
watch.

3.Your Route

None
Hours, be on time,
information,
courteous drivers

2

Possibly

Disabled
friendly, Hub
& spoke for
Pāhoa with
buses &
drivers

3

Y
Content?

Buy new
buses

4

Y
More routes
To get
and stops
location of
buses/GPS

Pāhoa-Kapoho-Hilo
More frequent,
longer hours, be on
time, stops made

5

Y

Pāhoa to Hilo,
Hilo to Kona

More options
like reverse
routes

Nanawale to Pāhoa
to Hilo.
More frequent, be
on time, stops
made, total trip
time, information
available
Would use all
routes.
Volcano to Hilo, Hilo
Pāhoa, inner Hilo.

4.Why Not a
rider?

5.What
Needed?

Not
dependable,
doesn’t go
where I need
to go, too long
compared to
car, not
convenient
I drive a car.

Airport service

Not
dependable,
doesn’t go
where I need
to go, takes too
long compared
to car, not
convenient
More pick up
times and
places
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6.Why
stopped?
I was, got a
car.

7.Paratransit
?
Shared
ride
taxi
needs
to go
beyond
Hilo

8.Beneficial?
Could be in pain for
months

Expand service
in subdivisions

No

Tie Pāhoa to
Volcano routes
after 5 PM.
If early, don’t
pass stop.
See answers to
Q4

No

Am not aware of
service, even tho’
disabled.

No

NA

More pick up
times in my
location.

Yes, see Q4

No

1.App?

2.Top Priority

3.Your Route

4.Why Not a
rider?

5.What
Needed?

6.Why
stopped?

7.Paratransit
?

More frequent,
longer hours, be on
time, courteous
drivers.
6

NA

7

Y

Make a solid
schedule

8

Y

Stabilize
Be on time
Prove good
faith

9

Y
When
vehicle
breaks
down
Maybe

10

Provide
consistent
service in well
maintained
buses

Pāhoa-Hilo
More frequent,
have information
available.
Pāhoa Hilo
Be on time

Not
dependable,
doesn’t go
where I want
to go, takes too
long compared
to car, not
convenient.

No

Not enough
times per day

Limited travel
other than
farm work

Once in a while to
Pāhoa

Not convenient

Would use
Kalapama/Kalapana
without journey into
Hilo

Too far to walk
to stop. One
mile from top
of scorpew to
stop.
Doesn’t go
when I need to
go.
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No

No

Not
dependable,
takes too long
compared to
car.
Non consistent
route times.

No

8.Beneficial?

1.App?

2.Top Priority

3.Your Route

11

Y

HUB & Spoke
in Puna

Consider adding in
Saddle Road
Who/What would
that benefit?

12

Y
Most
definitely

Route
corrections.
Time

Kalapana-Hilo

4.Why Not a
rider?

Not
dependable,
doesn’t go
where I want
to go; takes too
long, not
convenient

5.What
Needed?
Maintain
vehicles
Convenience,
reliability,
friendliness.

6.Why
stopped?

7.Paratransit
?

8.Beneficial?

No

Yes

I am disabled and
must use a carrier
for my purchases.
So far, it has
worked out for me
because I can put
my carrier on my
lap for the ride.

*There don’t have to walk 40 minutes to an hour to catch bus at Hwy 11. That would make bus service so much more user friendly. You can make a
turnaround at end of pavement in order for bus to turnaround, if you can’t make a subdivision U.
** The AC was always too cold and was told nothing could be done. Arthritis and cold temps are not good. Rude driver, buses did not show up in
the AM, when I needed them
Back of Form
9.Hub & Spoke
1

10. Flex Service

11. Zone Service

12. Recommendations
Clear?

Let me text or email
for off route stops

Comments
Pop up schedules/Z cards.
Need accountability for complaints
Lost half of all riders in last four years.
Still doesn’t stop at Kamana Senior Center,
work force development, unemployment
office.
Tutu and me Mercedes bus.
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9.Hub & Spoke

10. Flex Service

11. Zone Service

12. Recommendations
Clear?

Comments
County should buy no new cars of vans until
they have all new buses.

2

Y

N

What is zone
service?

3

Don’t
understand
working
concept

Not universal.
Not enough studies on
subdivision access

Everyday
subdivision
access needed

4

Definition?

Definition?

Doesn’t run daily

5

Y

6

N

Why waste time and
money on flex
service? Will not serve
every one. Stick to the
buses.

7

Y

Y

Undetermined. Yet,
need expanded route
service.
No

Put bike racks on if continue to sub contract
tour companies. Get rid of tour company
buses. Buy new smaller buses with that
money.
Increased frequency impossible without more
buses.
Have a school for bus drivers.
Would appreciate better discounts.
Lots of words: spokes, hub, etc. Simplification
needed.
I see people (same) using Fern Forest access.
All subdivisions have way to access and
increase ridership.
No definitions of terms.
Too many generalized, fancy statements.
Park & Ride is a great idea but might be afraid
to leave cars to thieves.
Mahalo for your work!

Yes, especially reverse
routes and more pick
up times in my locale.
Specialized
treatment for
select few?? Use
coordinated
vehicles. Stick to
buses.
Sure, if it is
frequent enough

Need more bus stops
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An island wide system of hubs on belt road.
Spokes to all the difficult regions.

9.Hub & Spoke

10. Flex Service

11. Zone Service
Yes, it is time
flexible

12. Recommendations
Clear?
Yes

8

Y

Y

9

Who knows?

Uncertain

10

Y
Definitely

Doubtful. Not if can’t
get back home
consistently.

Would depend
on service hours

Why no Sunday
service?
Employees work all
seven days.

11

YYY

Good idea

Yes

12

Greatly

Y
But if you had local
contract drivers, they
would know who is
who, etc.
Probably not.
Reliability (I do not
want to be “stuck”
somewhere).

Possibility of
error too great.

Comments

Needs a route from Ainaloa via Road 8 (Moho)
to HWY 11
No safe way/place to cross Pāhoa traffic;
traffic circle or wait.
Route from Kalapana & back difficult to
maneuver if not wanting to go to Hilo.
If I go to Volcano from Kalapana, I can’t get
home the same day.
Provide reverse on circular route servicing
Pāhoa, lower Puna, Kalapana, Kapoho.
Contract drivers for Puna sub routes?

We have 3 M-F, 2 on Saturday; none on
Sunday.
9 Am 2 PM 8 PM
At present, mostly on time.
Too many stops
All drivers are very good, pleasant, helpful.
Holiday schedules not frequent to Hilo or to
areas of special events (i.e. university
performances), movies in Hilo, etc.
From Kalapana to Volcano not currently
possible as a one day trip.
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Easel Notes – Pāhoa
These notes were taken during the facilitated Question & Answer period.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

If a suggestion is not accepted, let us know why so we don’t hold onto the idea.
Every request will be park of the master “NEEDS & REQUIREMENTS” document. Every request accounted for.
Road 8 Hawaiian Acres. Red Road – change direction every other trip or AM one-way. PM other way (also brought up on 10/11 Session in
Kea‘au).
What will fares be?
How ensure parked vehicles in park & rides are safe?
Workforce development wants bus to go there.
What about senior center?
Rideshare should be extended outside Hilo.
Text or email instead of calling for Flex Zone Service.
Call center is not addressing needs, bad customer service.
We’re getting old buses from Honolulu that are already old. Why? Need to stop taking old buses.
Weekend service is not existing.
Need to get to airport, harbor and other important places.
Drivers are competing every 3 years for contracts which creates discontinuity with drivers.
There are CDP community connectivity plans and areas already. Are they being looked at?
Why is Flex Service only ¾ miles?
What work was done that delayed public meeting?
30% of riders are students. How do we get input from that group?
Can we go to school?
A regular licensed person can drive 15 person vehicles and are not paid as much as higher level licenses.
Engage subdivisions to help with getting residents to stops. Flex Service might be a nightmare.
Z-cards are important.
Flex and Zone Service is a waste unless they go further into subdivisions.
No cell service in many areas in Puna, so Flex won’t work.
Sometimes folds way out in remote areas can’t get o court dates on time because of delays.
Need more outreach to disadvantaged. Radio ads and door to door.
Need more outreach at schools and senior centers.
Not enough routes here?
Offer shuttle rides to/from meetings.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Decommissioned buses:
o Have they been cannibalized?
o Recycle buses to homeless houses.
Employer collaboration to encourage ridership.
Bike shares for Puna.
Current call center for flex is unacceptable.
Big Island get Honolulu’s old buses – we want new.
Buy new buses instead of subbing to tour buses.
New buses – fewer buses.
Puna CDP –
o Did you outreach to that committee?
Connectivity locations –
o Coordinate with COH.
Route 401 is one direction. Can you make it two directions?
Why was there a change to the project schedule?
o Adjusted because of available data?
Main concern is schedule.
o Smaller vehicles and more of them.
Solar vehicles.
Where did the hydrogen buses go?
CDL A&B get different pay – factor that in
Sunday buses.
Lower Puna doesn’t have internet—no connection—no $.
Need Z Cards.
Puna people aren’t here because they couldn’t get here.
How is there input gathered?
How to get word out:
o Door to door.

¾ mile flex not enough.
Contract smaller vehicles to get deeper onto dirt roads.
Present at school family fun days.
Survey senior centers.
Don’t rush to the next stop, be on time – not early – not late.
(NOTE: If you are buying new shuttle busses, consider going more eco-green with electric vehicles, thus saving over time significantly on the
ongoing expense of fuel!)
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Have the big busses go into rural subdivisions on paved roads like Ali’i Kane Road at Hwy 11's 23 mile marker (which would service the
subdivisions of Royal Hawai‘ian Estates & Hawai‘ian Orchid Isle Estates) and Kahaualea/B Road by Akatsuka Orchids near the 22 mile marker
(which would service Fern Forest), creating paved turn-around points at the ends of these roads.
Then the purchase of new $100K smaller shuttle busses would not be necessary.)
Pave through-roads like Kaleponi, which would allow the large busses to loop in from the highway onto Ali’i Kane Road, down Kaleponi, all the
way to Captain's Drive, and back to Hwy 11...thus servicing all 3 above Puna subdivisions. :)
Have bus service from Hilo/Volcano towards Pahala & Naalehu in the mornings, with return service in the late afternoons/evenings to service
meetings, events, Punalu'u Beach access, and medical appointments at Pahala Hospital (which I hear has a more efficient emergency room
than Hilo Hospital's over-utilized, stretched-thin one!)
Make it possible to go from outlying East Side areas of the island to the West (Kona) side in one day, with enough time there to actually do
things.
I understand, & in some ways like, the idea of flex and zone bus scheduling...though I am not sure how practical it would be for those needing
to attend jobs/classes/community meetings which may -- or very well may not -- be open to scheduling their needs around, say, 2-day-a-week
bus service.
Have busses run until at least 8 or 9 PM so people can get home from late afternoon/early evening things...like your public MT input meetings,
which began at 5:30 PM & didn't end till 8-ish.
Have Sunday busses, at least during the early part of the day, so people can get to church.
Reward all courteous, professional bus drivers with adequate pay and bonuses according to years of service and positive rider reviews.
$15/hour is much less than people who safely, politely deliver residents & tourists to their destinations every day deserve.
Immediately release and replace any abusive, unprofessional, &/or negligent bus drivers.
Have spare busses & drivers 'on-call' — just like schools have substitute teachers — so that if a bus or driver breaks down for any reason, the
route itself is not cancelled...because there are really only so many times someone can tell their employer that they're late or didn't show up
for work at all due to bus problems.
SIDE NOTE: might people being better able to get to & keep legitimate jobs via public transportation also wind up having a positive impact
towards a decline in property-theft crime, such as our island's recent epidemic of car theft?)
Keep fares for residents, the elderly, students, & the disabled the same (i.e. affordable!) & keep the useful 10-for-$15 discounted coupons...but
charge tourists more. Say $5 - 10 a ride for non-residents? Which will be possible when we have a better, more dependable bus system. (Folks
who can afford to rent a car but don't want to currently pay around $100 for a taxi from Hilo Airport to Volcano, for example, would likely be
happy to pay $5-10 for decent bus service to get where they're going!)
Offer free transfers good for 2-4 hours, at least to residents that can consistently be used by people shopping/doing errands in several town
locations, before they need to pay again to go home.
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Meeting Photos – Pāhoa
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WAIMEA – OCTOBER 19, 2017
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General Comment Forms – Waimea
Meeting Feedback Form
How did you hear about
this meeting?
SSFM
SSFM
Email and Community
meeting notice
Waimea Community
Association monthly
meeting and emails.
Info about this meeting
was basically nonexistent to the general
public.
Email from CM Richards.
Announcement at
So.Kohala Traffic Safety
Committee
Word of mouth
Facebook

Did the meeting provide
information useful to you?
Y
Y

Coconut wireless on the
bus

Y Warren’s suggestion

What do you want to tell us about?

N
Should have been circulated
through the schools and the
public libraries

Lack of routes when & where we need them. Almost total lack in Waimea of proper
information as to routes and times. Too Hilo-centric.
This island needs 3 bus repair stations, one for Hilo, one for Waimea, one for Kona.

Y

GPS the buses
Use Google Transit APP for live feedback on bus locations
Establish a quality Waimea hub.

The proof will be in the
pudding

We need service to the airport!
I have been wanting useful bus service to Kona and Hilo airports. Esp. Kona if it’s
only possible to do one airport. I know, I know, the taxi companies are lobbying
against it. It was the same on Kaua‘i for the longest time, BUT we finally got the
service and that island is so much smaller than Hawai‘i island.
My work demands that I travel by air frequently, and my job doesn’t pay for travel
from my home to the airport which is 1.5 hours each way. A person cannot always
ask others to shuttle them back and forth. And $300 each way is too expensive.
THIS IS TOTALLY NEEDED. IT HAS BEEN AN ENORMOUS INCONVENIENCE FOR ALL OF
US WHO LIVE IN WAIMEA, Honoka‘a, KOHALA, Ka‘u, ETC.
1. Bus scheduling – schedules should allow overlap in order to not miss buses going
to Hilo or Kona.
2. Sensitivity training for drivers who consider themselves “above” the public
3. Transfer system needs total revamping to allow continuous travel on more than
2 buses & allow passengers to stop to take care of business and continue on in
the original direction.
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How did you hear about
this meeting?

Did the meeting provide
information useful to you?

What do you want to tell us about?
4. PLEASE discontinue charge for bikes because seniors with bikes then are paying
a general fare cost.

WHT newspaper

B.

Y
We need to see financials
too.

Comment Sheets

1)

Carol B
Why would Waimea residents want to go to the South Kohala Resorts?

2)

Ray C
Cheryl, we need bus service to the airport.

3)

Betty H
There needs to be bus schedules posted at (and maintained at) each bus stop.
The County bus system and the school bus system should be unified, where possible, and volunteers/assistants be provided to
supervise the children when needed on public buses.
We need regular transportation to the main towns and airports on the island.
Paratransit circulator in Waimea should go down to County building (Housing, low cost on Kawaihae Road)
The hotels, who benefit from having public transport bring their workers on the job, should be taxed or charged for this to
subsidize the bus system
People who take public transport to doctors’ appointments/physical therapy, should have their medical plans pay for this service.
This would increase ridership and bring in income to subsidize the bus system.

4)

Pamela W
To me it is a “sick” symptom of govt. granted agencies to hold a mass transit meeting at a time of day when there is no transit means
for riders to attend the meeting. DUH-UH (dominant culture thinking for sure). Improvements needed for Hawai‘i Island mass transit:
New and quickly repaired buses.
Allowance of bikes for free on bike racks and racks that carry 3 vs 2 bikes at a time.
A transfer system that allows continuous travel in same direction with allowable stopover time.
Transit at night that allows folds to go out to dinner and the theater or night time activities.
Increased service for all routes.
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Consider implementing a part of the plan submitted by Warren at the meeting (Red, Blue, Green lines, etc.).
Bus passes sold at places other than main office.
So much more to add no space to do so.

Summary Matrix of Responses at Station One Form - Waimea

1

How
Impor- Top Guiding Principles
tant?
10
All of the above

Prefer
new
Vision?
Y

2

9

Y

Y

3

10

Y

Y

4

10

Consider all modes
Safe & cost friendly
Environ Sensitivity
1
8
9

Concur
With 5
goals?

How change Vision?

Other Goals?

Comments

N

Reliability
Modes of transport &
PM scheduled times

Summary Matrix of Responses at Station Two Form - Waimea
Aware Participate?
GP?

1

Y

Attend
SKCDP to
help guide
the
members

Top Challenges &
Opportunities

Other
Challenges &
Opportunities?

Old, outdated buses
Lack of bus stop numbers
Lack of active monitoring
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Efforts
Underway
Yes, see
improvement
Fix the buses
Get more buses

Efforts Underway
No, do not see
improvement

Comments

Summary Matrix of Responses at Station Three Form - Waimea
1.App?

2.Top Priority

1

Y

Bus schedules in
every shelter

2

Y

Telemetry
APP data on
each bus

3

Not at
this
time

4

N
Because
I have a
flip
phone
with no
internet

3.Your Route

Hours
Be on Time
Information
Courteous drivers
Waimea shuttle
from east to
downtown (I used
to use this, buts
it’s too far to the
stop)
Be on time

Replace worn
ineffective
buses.
Revamp
schedules.
Stop charging
for bikes
Sensitivity
training for
drivers

4.Why Not a
5.What Needed?
rider?
Doesn’t go where Bus to/from
I need to go
airport needed
from Waimea

Not dependable
Doesn’t go where
I need to go
Non convenient

Bi-directional.
Time to do
business at
destination before
return.
Price
No schedules here
Not dependable
for any of the six
Doesn’t go where routes. No dry
I need to go
place to sit or wait
Non convenient
for bus.

Daily
Waimea to
Hilo/Hilo to
Waimea
Waimea to Kona
More frequent,
longer hours, be
on time, stops
made, information

6.Why
stopped?

7.Para-transit?
Paratransit
should go
down to
County
Housing on
Kawaihae Rd.

Impractical to
go to
destination,
do business
and return.
Takes me 20
minutes to
walk, often in
the rain, to
the nearest
bus stop.
Difficult for
me to stand &
sometimes
walk.

No
I don’t live in
Hilo.

No
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8.Beneficial?

1.App?
5

Y

6

Y

2.Top Priority

3.Your Route

Number bus
stops
GPS buses

4.Why Not a
rider?
Takes too long
compared to car;
Not convenient,
infrequent driver
Doesn’t go where
I need to go

5.What Needed?

6.Why
stopped?

7.Para-transit?

Knowledge of bus
timing, accuracy,
GPS, App, etc.

No

More service to
the airport!

No

8.Beneficial?

Back of Form
9.Hub & Spoke

10. Flex Service

1
2

Side blank
Y

3

N
Only for those
areas
mentioned

Perhaps
Should be vans that
can carry wheelchairs

4

Perhaps

5

Y

Y
Because there are
times I need the bus
to be going the
different direction
than the IntraWaimea run is going.
N
Would take much
more time to get to
my destination

6

Side blank

Y Probably

11. Zone Service
No
Too inflexible
N
Not near
Waimea.
I would have no
reasons to visit
those places.

12. Recommendations
Clear?

Comments

No
No
Doesn’t include a large
transit station (hub) or a
bus repair station or bus
storage area. Buses tend
to breakdown
frequently, if no
replacements in area.

N
Because I do not
live in or visit
those areas
Flex is more
reasonable than
Zone.

Drivers: those who actually stop when
someone waves them down, rather than
driving past them at high speed.
Many seniors here. Also, many homeless who
cannot afford it. Buses here are not designed
for the steep terrain. Buses do not go to the
Kona or Hilo airports. Buses to Hilo and Kona
are few and far between.
Drivers absolutely need improvement.
Drop the fee for bikes
GPS most important because one could call a
number and get exact location of buses,
especially when they are running late.

Where are the plans for the Waimea Transit
Hub?
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Easel Notes - Waimea
These notes were taken during the facilitated Question & Answer period.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bus service to Kona airport (from Waimea).
I second the above and remember the travelers need to get back.
Is there transit to airport from Waimea. It’s a one mile walk. This is a town of 10,000 people.
Proposal is to go to Kailua then turn around 9 miles backwards to get to the airport.
Councilwoman likes colored routes. See Warren’s comments.
Can double-decker bus be used for Kona Coast?
Hubs should be not be located out-of-way. Old airport is too out-of-the way. Hubs should be centrally located.
Are there any green bus options? Why are we not considering electric buses because we
have a lot of solar capacity? Solar energy efficient buses?
Is it possible we need more skilled mechanics?
Can we add any buses right away?
Post meeting notices and information at bus stops.
For tourist, what is the breakdown—us vs. internationally—bus should serve other nationalities.
Is there intent to provide up to the minute schedule app?
Feedback on comfort. Want more comfort on long rides rather than technology.
Are there any planned changes to N. Kohala routes to go to Kona airport?
The county buses can’t go on unpaved roads, but school buses can.
Look into buses that can go on dirt roads.
What is being done in the short term?
How will we find out if buses breakdown? Hele-on website?
Will a cost analysis be done? (Yes)
14 million cost, 1 million in fares.
Possibly integrate with civil defense nixyl system divided by district.
Map from Warren
Have bus information schedules displayed in public libraries just like tax forms already are, since many residents in outlying jungle subdivisions
do not have WIFI or Smart Phones.
Follow through on the addition of bus service to specific areas residents are requesting, such as Hawaiian Acres Road 8.

Have the big busses stick to large paved highways, and obtain 4-wheel drive 12-25 passenger shuttle busses to provide transportation into rural
subdivisions from the highways onto certain large, gravel roads...thus making public transportation possible for those who aren't disabled, per se,
but can't easily walk miles to highway pick-up/drop-off points...in the rain... carrying heavy groceries.
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Meeting Photos – Waimea
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HILO – NOVEMBER 6, 2017
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General Comment Forms - Hilo
Meeting Feedback Forms
How did you hear about
this meeting?
COH-MTA

Did the meeting provide
information useful to you?
Y

Flyer on bus terminal

Y

Work

Y

Bulletin

From attending previous
meeting

Y

Flyer
Tiffany

Y
Y

Newspaper

Y

Hawai‘i Tribune Herald

Y

What do you want to tell us about?
Submitted testimony/resume to David Tarnas
The pau buses should be turned into electric/solar – engaging students but especially
college students to help facilitate this shift over, earning credit for their degrees.
We need a 4:05 PM to go home from Hilton Waikoloa to Hilo. Now it leaves at 4:30
too late.
a. Ensure sufficient rack space for bicycles
b. Weather resistant bus stops – reasonable
c. If bus tracking is implemented, provide information for users to better time
meeting buses
d. Include longer range plan in planning process
A simplified transit plan with shorter routes, smaller capacity buses.
Increase frequency of arrival/departures: 30 minute intervals every hour, weekends
and holidays.
Consider Ka‘umana City the most west destination, 8 miles out, and as a rider I
would pay twice the rate for a shelter; and use Hele On for 2 trips (work times)
directly, between Ka‘umana and downtown Hilo. A mid-day indirect loop route
would take longer but would fit the needs of non-workers.
Thank you.
I am very thankful for this service and appreciate all the efforts to improve it!
It has improved for our 65 riders since last Spring! The staff had done a great job!
Excellent and very informative!
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B. Comment Sheets
1) Sally A
Please add signage at bus stops to include: No smoking at stops; No loitering at stops: Take care of aina @stops.
Market bus as attractive for working families for sport practice, for teens to go to work/part time jobs as safe for all residents and visitors,
as an alternative to having a car.
Able to find routes easily – online, or a phone, etc.
2) Mary U
Our community is 8 miles from downtown Hilo. Please consider building a shelter with a minimum of 2 trips at 7 AM and 5:30 PM; directly
for twice the fare rate (due to distance). A mid-day bus could take a larger loop (taking more time) including the airport. Lastly, the Hilo
hub could have bike rentals which would reduce the parking congestion in downtown Hilo.
3) Dennis C
Put back the 4:05 PM bus that leaves Hilton Waikoloa Village Hotel.
Subject: 3:35 AM bus leaving Hilo. Send memo stating make a single file line to enter the bus. The bus will not open the door if no single
file line. The bus will leave at 3:35 with or without riders if no single file line is made.
No matter what, Roberts Bus, never Jacks bus, Always Roberts bus.
4) I Maheshi K
More accurate bus schedules that I still printed out. I carry my schedules on me at all times.
Shorter routes, changeover to electric/solar with engaging college students w/credits to their degrees.
Would also make opportunities available to all students. This eliminates the just say no as you are giving them an opportunity to share
community and be real part of the community.
Listen to drivers suggestions.
I am retired and would be glad to help out in some way as a volunteer.
5) Marcie G
Discounts for veterans.
Larger buses from Hilo to HPP(2:50) arrival in HPP. Buses going into HPP more frequent than having to find a way up to highway or
someone to pick you up.
A safe place to park your car in order to ride the bus.
Easier/more options to purchase bus passes not easy to get to bus station to buy pass.
Saturdays offering bus pick up/drop off in Ainaloa. A single man with 3 young kids has no way to get to highway.
Adjusting bus schedule due to heavy morning traffic when school is in session. I start my job at 7:45 so it’s hard to make it on time.
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6) Katie
APP would be very good
Have you consulted with Hawai‘i County Police Department regarding “hubs” and with our Hilo Downtown station!!
You spoke of ridership briefly. What is current ridership?
Better communication – number for riders to call for updated info! Should be available while routes are open.
County RSVP (Retired Senior Volunteer Program) possible could help with information, maybe already do.
Signage on popular routes. Example, “Bus Stops on hour Mon-Fri 8AM-4 PM”
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Summary Matrix of Responses at Station One Form - Hilo
1. How
Import

2. Top Guiding
Principles

3.Prefer
new
Vision?
Y

1

10

2

9

9
2
1

Y

3

10

Y

4

10

5

10

6

10

7

10

8

10

1
4
5
1
9
7
1
2
3
4
7
1
3
5
4
1
2

9

5

1
3
11

Y

4.How change
Vision?

5.Concur
With 5
goals?
Y
Y

NA

Y

Y
NA
Definitely

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y
Except #3
Y

Y

Y
Except #3
“as a
tool”?
You need the fleet
running, if not all of
the rest is for
naught.
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Y

6. Other Goals?

Have all bus stops
marked and easy to
identify

Comments

Integrate advanced
technologies to track buses
and estimate arrival at next
scheduled stop or delayed
time

Not at this time

Need more qualified,
reliable bus drivers
To ensure
equipment, “new”
equipment is
purchased on a
regular basis
Get the fleet up and
running.

Depending on checks in a
plan. For your event
5,10,15,20 years
projecting.

1. How
Import

2. Top Guiding
Principles

3.Prefer
new
Vision?

10

8-9

I really like 11
#8 environmentally
sound
Bus stops visible,
protected

Y

11

8

1
9
5

Y

4.How change
Vision?

5.Concur
With 5
goals?

6. Other Goals?

Comments
All maintenance of fleet to
achieve 80% to 90% fleet
production
Kimo Mahalo!
Last year, via email & on
phone, I tried to reach
someone in mass transit to
request additional route
that went the length of
Railroad Ave, as there are
many residents there. I’d
like it because it would be
easier for the bus
organization to know who
wants more routes where
& for passengers to be able
to ask for routes to be
considered.

Maximize efficiency
To keep[ expenses
reasonable
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Summary Matrix Responses at Station Two Form - Hilo

1.Aware
GP?

2.
Participate?

1

Y

2

Y

3

Y

4

N

N

5

N

N

6

N

Gave
feedback to
drivers

3.Top Challenges &
Opportunities

Consistency
Reliability
Aloha
More reliable buses
Using bonds to upgrade
fleet

#5 Decntralize system,
form transit centers
Use DKI Hwy.
Smaller buses, increase
frequency, Improve
reliacility.
Use colors to denote the
route lines
5 Kids participate in after
school activities and
sports in rural areas
2
4
9

4. Other
Challenges &
Opportunities?

Training of
drivers, more
routes
New buses
Software
Collaboration
w? other
transportation
programs
Finish
maintenance
facility

5.Efforts
Underway
Yes, see
improvement
Get more buses
Federal grants

Comments

None of them

All

Added resources
to agencies like
HCEOC to
provide transp
to Ka‘u & other
rural areas

N all others

Fix buses
Get more buses
Improve
customer
service
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6. Efforts Underway
No, do not see
improvement

Paratransit
Finish maintenance
facility
Apply for federal grants
Improve security

Since we use the
bus for 60
students each
school day, it is
really helpful
when we are
notified of

1.Aware
GP?

2.
Participate?

3.Top Challenges &
Opportunities

4. Other
Challenges &
Opportunities?

5.Efforts
Underway
Yes, see
improvement

6. Efforts Underway
No, do not see
improvement

Comments
delays or
breakdowns.
It’s much better
this school year
& we really
appreciate those
phone calls. :)

7

Y

Time

Shorter bus routes.
Seems u r already
working on that in hubs.

8

Y

County
employee

Leadership and
accountability. Find and
recruit a solid agency
head who can follow
through on improving
service.

Would change
all pau buses to
electric, engage
students esp.
college students
w/credit
towards their
degree.

Fix buses,
Get more buses

Fix buses
Mooheau
Get more buses
Station is old,
Finish maintenance fac. dilapidated,
undersized, and
next to a stink
tree.
Renovate or
demolish/rebuild
and enlarge.
Expand restroom
hours to
discourage
public urination
and defecation.
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1.Aware
GP?
9

Y

10

Y

11

N

2.
Participate?

3.Top Challenges &
Opportunities

4. Other
Challenges &
Opportunities?

Hub & Spoke
Consulting w/
Council
members,
Yes Kimura,
Fresh Onishi,
Danny Paleka,
Mayor Kim,
Curt Sharp,
etc.
N

5.Efforts
Underway
Yes, see
improvement
All

6. Efforts Underway
No, do not see
improvement

Comments

Need to create &
maintain ridership &
increase it by target
population.

Right now you
have enough to
deal with

Paratransit in
Hilo

All others

Kimo, Mahalo

Input from riders

Fit the needs

All others

Get more buses

Smaller buses
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Summary Matrix of Responses at Station Three Form - Hilo
1. App?

2.Top Priority

1

Y

Publish a
Sunday
schedule

2

Y

3

N

Extensive and
reliable
service
Get the fleet
up and
running

4

Y

New buses
ASAP

5

Y

Keep working
on ways to
add more
buses & keep
the ones we
have running.

3.Your Route

None

4. Why Not a
rider?
Takes too long
compared to car

5. What
Needed?

Doesn’t serve
Upper Waikoloa

Serve up to
Malaai

Kea‘au Pāhoa,
Ka‘umana
Be on time, don’t
make illegal stops,
have dispatch
responsible for
giving out
information.
Have courteous
drivers, please.
More frequent.
Have information
available.
Courteous drivers.
School route
everyday.

7. Paratransit?

6. Why stopped?
No longer a oneN
car household.
Inconvenient to
ride from home
(Ka‘umana Gardens
to work at county
building in the
morning
N

Y both
It has gotten
to the point
where there
are no
benefits to
being
mobile
N

N

Be on time.
Courteous drivers.
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8. Beneficial?

NA

1. App?

2.Top Priority

6

Y

Listen to input

7

Hilo Pāhoa
Resorts
Hilo Kea‘au
More
frequent
Be on time
Total trip time

8

N
Cell
doesn’t
have
capability
I use
pocket
schedules
N

9

N

Circulator
routes

10

Y

Improve
foundations.
i.e. driver
training, fix
buses, make
bus stops

Simplify
routes

3.Your Route
Ka‘umana to
downtown
Hours of start and
end.
Be on time

4. Why Not a
rider?
Not dependable
Takes too long

5. What
Needed?
Direct route
to downtown
(like spokes of
a wheel)

7. Paratransit?

6. Why stopped?
Took twice the
time and did not
reach the central
hub.

N

Y

None
Have information
available

Takes too long
compared to car.
Not convenient.
Takes too long
They need a
portable toilet by
Macy’s stop. Not
use Macy’s store.

Ka‘umana, Hilo,
Keaukaha
More frequent
Hours of start/end
Have information
available

Cleaner
passengers

Bought my first car
in 1968

Y

Occasionally only

N

Y
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8. Beneficial?

Back of Form
9.Hub & Spoke

10. Flex Service

11. Zone Service

1
2
3

Side blank
Y
Y

4
5
6

Y
Side blank
Y

7

Y

Y
Would have to know
more about it

Y
If I were living
there I would, at
the present time
I am in Hilo

9

Y

N

N
Reside in Hilo

10

Side blank

N
I have not used the
system in that area to
advise
N

Y
Yes if the
schedule is
coherent

12. Recommendations
Clear?

Comments

No opinion
Komo Mahalo

NO comment

N

No

Please consider two roundtrips to Ka‘umana
city from downtown station – direct routes at
7 AM and 5 PM
In and out of city/places S/T driver doesn’t
stop for passengers because it’s not the exact
stop, but there r no signs out there.
When I am picking up heavy packages, the taxi
coupons r great.
I mostly work – bus home after being out all
day.
The Ka‘umana City stop was proposed to be
put on my property. This is unacceptable to
me for liability reasons. Since apparently no
one is using the bus from Ka‘umana City, I
favor deletion of that part of the route that
stops in Ka‘umana City.
Passengers count – what routes have the most
riders!

Y

8
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Easel Notes - Hilo
These notes were taken during the facilitated Question & Answer period.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Riders on the 3:30 from Kona are not complying with recommendations.
Rides going to people’s homes at 3:30 a.m.? To Kona? It doesn’t make sense for commuter routes because it will throw the schedule off.
Rider got left behind in Waikoloa. The routes don’t seem to be the same between all the bus providers (Roberts, etc.).
Bus stop outside of house, but DOE has told the children the buses are not safe. Our family would use bus if we thought it was safe.
Kinoole Baptist Pre-K program THANKS the bus. They provide staff that rides with children. Very appreciative of Hele-On staff and new buses.
Are there more buses coming soon? Communication has improved a lot.
What is SSFM, and what is their relationship to the County?
Population growth expected to be high. 300,000 people in 2040. Maybe a lot more!
We used to have Sampan services that were very effective and timely. Once we got fixed route transit, ridership fell a lot. Sampans drove
around freely! Wait times were 5-15 minutes. Now it can be hours to wait for a fixed route.
There might be too many bus stops—sometimes they stop in unsafe places. (like Pahauau).
Need to start eliminating flag stops and create more fixed stops.
Bus drivers should be County contracted – lower turnover.
Newer buses need.
On mainland $ abroad, how to other transit agencies pay for their services?
All teenagers with school ID should ride free.
Sampan buses were already flex service, and that worked.
Station #1:
o 7:25 am
Hilo – Keaukaha. Info relevant to Station #2.
o 7:30 am
Hilo – Kalapana. Cut out college stops. Route too long. Always late.
o 7:40 am
Hilo – Volcano.
o Routes need to be more direct, cut out UHH stop on Kalapana and Keaukaha (Saturdays, Mondays) bus.
o Better route than current:
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•
•

•
•

Station #3:
o 101 – 7:25 am to UH no one rides on Saturday. CC or UH work on buses as part of class.
o 102 – Ka‘umana Shelter - rain. Timing in am. 7:00 am inbound. 5:30 pm outbound.
4:05pm bus from Hilton not available anymore:
o Where did the riders go?
o If 3:30 bus doesn’t show up, then they get pushed to later bus (4:20 & 4:35), NO SEATS and some cannot get on and have to overnight.
o Send memo to 3:30 riders – they cram on in, not in a line.
Make a single file line – don’t open door if not in line.
Stop at one place.
Is flex service for hotel workers?
o If we travel so far to the stop, why do I as a rider need to go to people’s homes?
3:15am – first bus
o Waimea intra bus to deviate load.
o Have to stand from Pauilo.
o What if the 3:15am bus never comes?
Phone tree
Need off hour number.
o If there is not seat, very hard because we are tired at the end of the day
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Need two base yards – Hilo and Kona.
Need community drivers who can take small bus home.
Dispatcher needs to field calls from contracting companies.
Stop illegal runs – stay on route.
DOE says to students that Hele-on is not safe.
o Market that it is safe.
Flex is made for rural routes, not commuter routes.
Cruise ships take buses on Wednesdays.
What happens now if bus breakdown and no more buses?
How many base yards do we have?
o Need at least 3 – Kona, Waimea, and Hilo.
Who else was up for this contract other than SSFM?
Memos are sent to Hilton and are posted on bulletin board.
Need a number to call if there is a ______ in pickup spot after hours.
Is there a map with stops?
o So people know where they are.
o Need to easy, accessible maps and schedules.
What does it cost to ride the bus?
Do the hotels pay the fare? Or could they?
Doe the County contract Roberts? Jacks? Polynesian Adventure?
Are drivers County workers?
Waikoloa, Mauna Loa, etc.
o Why is Saddle Road not a route?
o Consider micro buses to bring workers to each of the resorts from the main route.
Going over Saddle has “liability issues,” then use the Polynesian Adventure buses.
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Meeting Photos - Hilo

101

102

PART THREE: KA‘U SURVEY
NOTE: This special survey for Ka‘u District was distributed with the assistance of the offices of Councilmember Maile David. The questions
are shown first. Then, a tabulation of the eight responses received. Many of the responses were lengthy and contained valuable information,
so they are repeated in their entirety as footnote capital letters which appear directly below the response matrix.
QUESTIONS
Q1 Many people is Ka‘u District have to commute elsewhere to get to jobs. If you are a current Hele On rider, how well does current service
meet your needs?
Q2 Do you use the Park & Ride lot in Ocean View?
Q3 If you do not ride Hele On, why is that? What would have to change to make it a reasonable option for you on some or all days?
Q4 For trips other than getting to and from work, how do you use Hele On service?
Q5 The proposed Vision for Transit Service is: “Create a high quality, multi-modal transportation system that provides safe, reliable,
convenient, environmentally responsible, and cost-effective mobility choices that meet the needs of our residents and visitors.” Tell us what
you think of this Vision. Tell us what else you would want the Vision to say.
Q6 Proposed change for this area are to add ZONE SERVICE between Ocean View and Pahala. What this means is, if you wish to be picked
up or dropped off in this Zone, you will be able to make a 24-hour advance reservation for this. Anyone is eligible so long as they make the
advance reservation and access can be made on a paved road. Zone service is provided two days each week. This allows a rider to schedule
appointments for the day when Zone Service works in that District. Please give us your reaction to this change. For example, would you use
it?
Q7 If use of Zone Service grows, this area would be a candidate for more frequent diversion service known as FLEX SERVICE. Flex Service
is similar to Zone Service, but it occurs 5-6 days per week. Flex Service will be tried in Pāhoa. How long a trial period is reasonable for Zone
Service? For example, six months, one year, two years?
Q8 Another proposed change is to add another trip on the Pahala to South Kohala route. All trips will go into Kona International Airport.
Kona will be a hub location as part of giving the system a Hub and Spoke pattern. Do you have any comments on these changes?
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Q9 The recommended service plan adds two trips between Ocean View and Volcano for passengers to connect to the Volcano to Hilo route.
Please let us know your comments on this addition.
Q10 MTA has several priority efforts underway. Check those which are the most important to you.
_____ Fix the buses, improve maintenance
_____ Get more buses
_____ Improve customer service
_____ Paratransit (Hele On Kāko‘o) in Hilo and Kona
_____ Finish the new maintenance facility
_____ Get federal grants
_____ Improve security
Q11 Please take as much room as you need to tell us everything else you want us to know about Hele On.
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Q1
1 Not a
current
rider

Q2
NA

Q3
Q4
Hours and NA
drop off
locations
not
conductive
to my
appointmen
t schedule

Q5
All. Realistically,
the problem in
Ka‘u is the
distance and time
it takes to get to a
desired location.
Bus App
Show locations
and ETA to pick
up point or zone.

Q6
Q7
No
2 years
I do not
need to
use it.

2 Not a
current
rider.

No
I live
Discove
ry
Harbor

A
It wouldn’t
(see below) work. When
necessary,
we use
taxi’s to
travel to
Hilo or
Kona.

Sounds good, but So
only if it runs like close,
every hour or so. easier
to use
B (see below)
my
own
vehicle.
C (see
below)

3 Works
for me.
F(See
below)

No
G (see
below)

Stop in
Hilo and
Kona
airports
more often

4 NA

NA

I (See
below)

1-2
years
Takes 6
months
to get
the
word
out.
6-12
months

Do not use

J (see below)

2 years
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Q8

Q9
Maybe worth
a try. Public
announceme
nts and
advertise,
newspaper,
TV, radio
and social
media.

Q10
Q11
Fix buses NA
Get more
Improve
security
Paratransit

Cut
distance in
half, add
another
bus, make
more
frequent
circular
routes
Wonderful
Excellent
It’s about
time. Go
for it!

D
(See below)

Fix buses
Get more
buses

E
(See
below)

Ditto, Same
as Q8

Smaller
buses
Fed grants
Fix buses
Finish
main
facility

H
(see
below)

I would
likely use
once I retire
from fulltime work.

Get more
buses

K (see
below)

No

Good idea
for visitors
in
particular

Q1
5 No.
L (see
below)

Q2
No.
L (see
below)

Q3
I have my
car, van,
and other
modes

6 Mainly
to get
sons to
UH
Hilo

Yes, but
not to
park.
Deliver
my sons
there
and pick
them up.
No

To be
honest, son
hates riding
it due to
other
passengers
that bother
him!
Don’t
NA
know
routes.
Not enough
service

No

S (see
below)

7 NA

8 R (see
below)

Q4
Visit family
and go on
trips with
them to
movies or
other things.

T (see
below)

Q5
It’s good.
Need to serve the
communities. Its
function and
prescription
needs to support
everyone and
their unique
needs. Continue
to serve and be of
help to our island
people.
I think it needs to
address the fact
that there is not
really a
convenient or
quick way to get
all the way
around the island.
I like all of it.

Q6
M (see
below)

Sounds great!

U (see
below)
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Q7
2 years
would
give the
data we
need

No, I
do not
live
there.

Q8
N (see
below)

Q9
Yes, please
do. We know
that missing
the
connection
has caused
families
stress and so
forth

Definitely
serve the
airport.

P (see below) Fix buses
Get more
Fed grants
Improve
security
Finish
new main
facility
Good idea
Fix buses
Get more
Fed grants
Improve
customer
service
Good move! Fix buses
And
Get more
hopefully the Fed grants
route will go
both ways.

2 years

V (see
below)

Q10
Q11
Get more
O (see
buses
below)
Paratransit
Improve
customer
service

Q (See
below)

W (see
below)

A. It has odd times to take the bus from Ka‘u to Hilo or Kona. There’s only about 3 times, and all are never a good time. Plus, once I
got to Hilo or Kona, I would waste a lot of time and money using taxis to get around. The county needs a comprehensive bus system
like Oahu if you’re not going to put in a rail system. Have shorter routes for buses that run continually, like O‘ahu. Then have either
vans for areas where the bus stops for transit in the community, or taxis might start servicing areas that have a lot of usage.
B. Look at South Korea’s subway system as a great example. Goods could be transported for a fraction of the cost, and people could
rest or work while riding to work. It’s an idea the County should seriously consider, but don’t go about it like Honolulu did.
C. It only makes sense for long commutes if there was a way to get around at the destination or if going to the airport
D. That’s good, but you’re still not being realistic. If you have to catch a ride at 7am to go to an appointment at 11am in Hilo, and you
have to try and catch the bus back home, it’s very inconvenient if not impractical. What do you do if the bus is full? You’re stuck in
Hilo.
E. Just study how O‘ahu did it before they started to sabotage their bus system to push rail. It used to be the best model in the world.
F. More routes/stopping to Hilo/Kona airport would be wonderful and smart. Currently there is only one stop in the am and pm.
G. Hanging on the side or at a bus stop is great, providing the bus comes on time.
H. Thanks to all the Council members for considering improving Hele On transportation services on the Big Island.
I. My commute from Volcano to Hilo involves at least three business related stops to various locations to the Volcano transfer station,
Kea‘au, sometimes Pāhoa, and the Hilo airport post office before reaching my office in Downtown Hilo and driving for banking
purposes. Hele On is simply not practical to get on and off the bus without sacrificing office time. My solution is to cut down on
commuting by using a GOTOMYPC software program that allows me to work from a home office as long as my desktop computer
in Hilo is not affected by power outages and remains on. This cuts my commute down from 5 days/week to no more than 2
days/week.
J. Sounds good if it can be achieved. As long as our rural population must haul their rubbish and recycling to transfer stations, people
will still use personal vehicles on their way to work, or dump their rubbish into lava tubes and cul-de-sacs and empty lots.
K. Although I currently am not a user, a friend and frequent rider from Kona to the Ocean View area pointed out that the bus service
route she took was not that much shorter than in time than using her own car. It was illustrated to me by the fact that the bus passed
me as I was dropping her off at her stop when I offered her the ride in my car.
L. I know many people who do and they need the Hele On and they appreciate its service. I care because I am a teacher and my students
ride the bus and depend on its services and I care for them and their well-being. Friends, families, and students of Ocean View use
the park and ride, like 20 plus people I come in contact with, I use used it a few times and appreciate it.
M. This will help, one of the issues for this area from what I hear and what I have experienced is that a lot of the people depend on the
Hele On and we need to find ways to accommodate our rural communities. We see the need is growing and the community is
growing.
N. This sounds nice. I know people need to get to the airport and I hope a few other locations open up. If this was more readily available
I believe more people will take public transportation. I live in Milolii and I know plenty people go to the junction to catch the bus but
if they miss the bus they have to wait, or if the bus is full they can be picked up. We need to see what is going to be needed going
forward.
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O. I was not going to fill this out but I know it was important because people need and depend on this for their job and we need our
families to work. Any help makes a difference. Thank you Davelyn and Councilwoman Maile David.
P. Well for us and for other Kona families with kids attending the university. I would rather have a bus that comes all the way from
Hilo to South Kona. Right now, it terminates in Ocean View.
Q. I’m glad that improving mass transit is getting the attention it deserves. Thanks for this survey!
R. I don’t ride it often as there is no connection between Pahala and Volcano. And on the occasion I took it from Kona to Ka‘u there
were delays or the bus never came.
S. Timing of buses caters mostly to resort workers and the bus is generally all full for the morning trip (due to school children) anyway.
T. Work errands and/or picking up vehicles after repair. Also, to be more green. Speaking of which I would appreciate being able to
bring my bike aboard if the rack in front is ever full (and then consequently you get stuck).
U. Ummm. Reserving a bus? Sounds odd. This seems catered to a certain more organized groups of residents. It would be first come,
first served. If there is a route that continues to fill up, more trips should be added.
V. What about Volcano to Kona? To go between Volcano and Kona you have to drive around the entire North end of the
island…craziness. Another trip between Pahala and South Kohala is another opportunity to cater to resort workers and NOT the
general public.
W. Nope, and all and all I am glad it exists. I hope you apply for/receive federal funding to expand on your current routes, improve
maintenance, add buses and have more consistency for riders into the future. Mahalo!
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PART FOUR: COMMENTS BY EMAIL
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